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ABSTRACT,

.The purpose of this practicum was to test the

effectiveness 'of a security training program 'at

'S

Trenton Central High Schobl. It was that a

professional, trained security;fofze.bi created so that

schbol crime could be reduced. A training program ,last-

"ing eight/and a half months was instituted. A pilot I

study at the end of the training period was conducted ,

comparing theattitudes of security officers, students;

',and staff at Trenton Central and another secondary -school------

in the district. the results,showed that the 'training

Trogram,imprOved relationships betwe tudents, staff,
-

and officers and created a professional force." IA

addition, the trained security officers contributed to

thebeduction in school crime and civil suits against

the, school. 4

,
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INTRODUCTION

The nation's schools, from, elementary level to

college level, for years have been fit' z tens of

schdol crime and violence: These :crimes are hot just

acts of vandalism, but serious crimes such as robbeiies

and assaults on teachers. CieirK,, there is a treed for
\

security to protect school prop#tind population.

At Trenton Central High 'School in Trenton;Nar-'
Jersey, school crime necessitated the h'ring of secur-

ity officers. However, these' officers performed poorly

and achieved' few'

thought that the

a training program that would inform them of their

duties, rights, and_responsibIlities and those OfAhe

'results' in combating' ,trime./
security officers/should be/

It was

trained in

rest .of the schdol population.

hoped that the training program would create

'sional security force that would command the

students and staff.
a

The training program was conceived and
0

in August, 1974 and extended through April,

o

13

it was

a profes-

respect of/

implemeAect

1975. The
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program involved college educated professional heads

dcurity who assisted in the supervision and

implementation of the program. The program included

.sociology, psychology, community relations," narcotics

training, legal statutes, crowd and riot control, self-

defense, methods of handling such crimes as assault

and battery, rapes, etc., and methods of dealing with

flights, thefts, minor infractions, and student assem-

bly.
ry

The recruitment for the position of security offi-

cer was to be somewhat similar to recruitment for the

police department. Ten men were selected for the

training pro--am through a process that inVolvedo

.
written examinations, physical and psychological exam-

inations, character references, and personal interviews.

Two or three months, of classroom training were con-

sidered sufficient before on=t6=job training. After

one month of this on-the-job training, the recruits

were tested and evaluated by the security team and

other school personnel. The reduction of crime was '°

the chief criterion.



In April, 1976, at the end of the eight and a half

month trainingprogram, a pilot study was conducted to

compare attitudes toward a security force.; another

secondary school in the district was chosen. The

sample was composed of ten security officers, ten stu-

dents, and twenty staff members from each School.

The results of the study showed that the training

program contributed to better relationships between

students, staff, and officers. The training program

not only improved relationships and commanded respect,

but succeeded in reducing the incidence of schdol crime

and school infractions. The training prOgram was con-

sidered a success; the other school suffered an

inadequate, ineffective security force.



STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

School crime is a nationwide phenomenon. These

acts of crime inliolve assaults on teachers, crimes

involving narcoticl, robberies, assaults on students,

weapons offenses,1 burglaries and larcenies, vandalism,

and a whole host of several other violations of the

discipline code. These are problems that most urban

schOors are facing, from elementary level to college

level.

A National Education Association survey in 1973

compared crime statistics with 1970 and found that in-

school assault and battery yas up 58%; school robberies

were up an astounding 117%; sex offenses were,Up 62 %;'

and drug problems were.up 81%.
1

Trenton CentralCentral High School is a large urban high

school in Trenton, New Jersey. It has aschool popula-

tion of over three thousand students with an ethnic

1Joseph I. Grealy, "Safety and Security in the School
Environment," Security World, Vol. 11, 2 (JanuAry 1974),
p. 17.
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composition of 85% black students, 10% Aispanic.stu-

dents, and 5% white students. The school is a micro-.--
cost of the community; these ethnic and racial groups

come from many different socioeconomic backgrounds.

In recent years, the school, like so many urban

schools', has been plagued by racial riots, disturb-

ances, and community pressures. During the 197371974

school year, the police made 26 arrests of students

who were 18 years of age and older; most of the:other

cases dealt with juveniles. These arrests were made

for various crimes'; statistics for the year showed:

58 narcotic 'eases involving marihuana, cocaine, and

barbiturates; 46 tregliassing_cases;, 15 larceny- cases;

100 assault and battery.cases; 8 robberies; 12 breaking

and entering cases; 15 bomb scares; 54 loitering cases;

and 15 weapon cases.2.

Clearly, there was a need for security- and secur-
.

,ity officers to stabilize the social and criminal

, unrest. But either the lack of funds or.the lack of

2Trenton Police Department, Trenton, New Jersey.



cognizance of the seliuusness,of the situation xesulted

in the_hiring of _.only twenty "security officers

school population of over three thousand. .

In addition to the insufficient number of security

officeri, the quality of the officers and the program

was inadequate. These officers were not properly

educated or trained to handle school,problems. They

had little knowledge concerning the handling of

offenders and school disturbances'. They lacked pro-

fessionalism in their attitudes and appeared to be

uninvolved with their jobs. 'They lacked authority and

the power of arrest and seemed to be more than card-

board figures of authority'. -In short, they had little

idea of how to handle emergency situations because

they were not properly trained.

Some of the most common complaints about the

security officers were that they were flirting with 'the

students; were not on their' posts but were found group-

ing on posts and socializing; some were found smoking

marihuana or drinking on the job; they took too much

time to respond to a dill; were late for duty; were lazy
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4

and lacked spirit; and were not displaying profession-

alism in behavior or attitudeg.

Clearly this situation had to be rectified if the

problems of crite in °the school were to be kept to a

minimum. There was a need for creating 4 professional

program for security officers. The officers must be

educated and trained to better protect and help stu-

dents and staff. They must know what duties are

expected'of them, what their limitations are accord-

ing to the law, and what their role means to the

ichcol.

Security officers must come up to and maintain
.

_pxofessional standards .- Their training should include:

narcotics training, community
.

relations, psychology,

law, self-defense; rights and laws effecting juveniles

and school ci:sciplinary procedures. There must be a

clearly defined code of ethics that will bind the

officers to' their duties and roles.

In addition, the program must ly6 continually eval-

uated to measure its effectiveness and adequacy. The

19
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CONCEPTUALTZING,,ASOLbTioN."

The purpose of this, study .was to orient and train

security officers who were assigned to Trenton High

School. As a practicum it hoped to achieve a=better'

security force whith could better handle "crime and other

'disciplinary situations. The training program was

created and implemented during an eight and a-half month--

period. It was a security program tailored to meet the

. needs of this urban high school, but could be 'effect-

ively transferred to' any urban"high'6chool.
R

The program'involved college educated professional

heads of-security who-assisted,in the. supervision and

implementation of the program. The program would

involve:

1.° A minimum of a high school-diploma for

trainees.

2. A salary commensurate with duties performed.

3. Anextensive training peridd.

4. Monthly testing and evaluation of trainees.

3; A code of ethics and behavioral standards.

41
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Training"and education_for-the job would include:

1. Sociology and psychology to deal with social

problems, irate parents, uninvited visitors

to the school; students coming toofficers

_far-advice, and school personnel.

2. Narcotics trainihg.

3. Community and public relations.

4. Laws dealing,witir juvenile offenders, tres-

passers, and drug cases.

S. Understanding and enforcing the weapons

code

6. Crowd and riot control.

7. Self-defense.:
0 .

8. Methods of handling serious crimes such as

assault- and battery cases, :rapes, etc.

9 Methodslof dealing with fights, thefts,

minor infractions such as student

identification or assembling of students

in halls.

1

V.

Specific items to be covered in the training are:

1. Hiring, firing, and application process..

22



2. Supervision of officers.

3. Assisting othe officers.

4. Placement of officers on ,posts.

5. Placement of officers during a crisis

period.

6 6. Chaiginglassignments,of officers.

7.- Repqrt -.iriting of ana procedurei.
7

8. Meth° s of apprehension.

9. Dres .of officers% .

10.' Rel tionship to students, school personnel,

an the public:--

11. Conducting searches of persons and lockers

12. The confidentiality of the-Officer's

position.'

13. Protection of students.
0

14. Following up complaints:

15. Supervision of school parking lots and cars.

16. Drug abuse; the pusher and the buyef.

17. The use 'of. forms.

18. The chain of command.

19. Salaries and benefits.'

4
:r+.111

8



20. Working with the school nurse and the's:Us-

, cipline office.

.

21.. The irate parent, the irate teacher, and thp,

irate and frustrated security. officer.

22. Exteat'of authority and the power of-arrest.

23. The establishment,of a watchdog committee

within the ranks of the officers.'

24. First-aid training.

25. Ratio of officers to students..

26. The involveMent of security officers, in other
6

school areas: writing the 'discipline code, etc.

27. Should officers be special police also?

28. After, hours crime, such as breaking and enter-
,

29. A proposed budget of salaries and equipment for

an adequate security program.

30. The 'security office and its use.

31.. Use of walkie-talkiessand other forms of

.communication.

32. Handling alcohol cases.

.33. Confronting the student.

34. A codeOf ethics.

4
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This program vwould create a professional' security
.

force that would both -be security oriented and sens-

itive to youth and the school community. Security

officers would be dressed in blazers or in some =kind

of :soft, conservative uniform to allay any anxieties the

the community has about them. MoreOvet", the

weapon would assure the school and the par-
,:

prevention of crime and the 'safety ok stu,

staff the prime concerns of the

school: or

lack of ,a

ents that

dents and

officers.

Sedurity programs have come under attack because

they resemble prison,guards using outmoded tactics.

This image iof a sechritr _force is one that must be

removed if security officers 'are to perform their ,

diAiel. The progiam and training proposed.Wou, id

hopefully remove 'this, image *and provide .a positive.

atmosphere for the officers for their, work.

25
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DEVELOPING THE PRACTICUM DESIGN

The recruitment for the position of security-0M-
,

cers would be somewhat similar to recruitment for-the

police department, that is, the use of written exam,
4

inations,'physical andosycholalcal examinations,

character references, etc;
(

, .

Advertisements for thetraining program would be

placed in local-neWspapers, namely the Trent0n Times

and the Trentonian, and also withihlthe scllool for

students who were graduating.. All interested persons

would be asked to send for or pickup an applicatidn.

All applications that-- appear to fulfill requirements

would .be considered as potential recruits. These

people would be contacted by requesting them to

take a written examination at 'a specific date and loca-

tion.

After the examinations have been'evaluated by the

head of school security andcoordinator of security far

the district, qualified persolis will be 'asked to have

/



personal interviews, physical and psychological exam-

inations. Only 10 persons will be initially selected

for a pilot program. After the 10 persons have been

selected, they will undergo training4by school offi-

cials, security men, and the local Police force.

Training began'in August 1974 so that the offi-

cers could begin their"probationary period when.the

fall school term was just beginning. Two or thfee

months of classroom' training could be deeded sufficient

12

for on-the-job training. Aftef one month of_this

job training, which Would be some 'time in-October,

recruits would be given a test by the various training

officials and an evaluation report by an observing 'team

.seledted from the school pefsonnql

If these 10 menappear to satisfy the training.

officials, and the iobserving team, they will be, given:

another month of experience and testing. ,This procedure

could continue until the training officials feel...the

recruits are tither ready for 'the job or 'more training

in the ,classroom. The training period could cover some

4'

. r



six months with the last three months spelt in the

school ason-the-Job training.

After this period,'the recruits will be ready for

an evaluation regarding their elimination from the-

program or their selection. During training the

recruits will be given a salary; after completion of

training their salary Will be increased to the level of

a full-iledgedsecurity officer.accoiding to union-

- Trainees will be given monthly tests and evalua-
\,

tion reports by 4 "coach" (a ,qualified security offi-,'

per) to measure their achievements and-progress. Any '

. who does not, measure up to the 'standards 9f the

program, should be eliminat'i,

On-the-job training, will be accomplished as soon

as possible. It is felt that the 'soaneY the officer

begins actual security work undeY the' direction of a

coach, he will receive experience applicable to the'

training sessions. The actual experience Would'then

reinforce the classroom and othei means of training.
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.During the entire practicum period of the eight

and a half months, training sessions shall beheld

frequently. Sessions will be held as needed with'at

least one session every two school weeks. These are

to be considered general sessions. During the

interim period, trainees and their coacheA will apply

the training learned and will meet weekly with

instructors to report on incidents and solutions used

to handle the incident.

-

The Training Program

"Job Irifcirmiticm:- To Be Taught by Security Off'ic'ials

O

Hiring Procedurei.- [See. Job Description in

Appendix]

1. The interview will be conducted by .the

Coordinator of Security for the Trenton School System

and the Head of Security at Trenton High School. The

psychological and physical examinations wilrbe super-
,

vised by the respective departaentse The interview

will take place only after charActer ieferences and the

29
-_----_
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basic applications have been reviewed by the above

mentioned personnel. [See .Appendix]

' Salaries and Benefits.

1. Salaries are based upon a yearly 10 --

month salary=-the recommendation is 06,000. Vacation

and sick time benefits'are the' same as the teaching

Chain of Command. [See Tables of Organization in

AlVendix]

I, When °a security officer has a problem, he

must. go directly to the Head of Sedurity at Trehton

High, SchOol. In the'eveht .that he. 'is unavailable, the

security officer will. go to the sergeaht of .the 'force.

School administrators and other security officers will-

also be available for consultation
.

Personal Appearance; [See Apperaik]

1. Every security officer is to be, neatly

dressed and properly. groomed. Proper attire treatei

a favorable impresSion upon faculty and students..

30-
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2. Uniforms will consist of a soft and

attractive blazer'in the school colors which are red

and black. An emblem will be given to each office'r to

sew over the lapel of the blazer.

Personal Manner.

1. Courtesy and politeness are of extreme

importance on the part of all security officers. Harsh

or profanelanguage will not be allowed because it is

unprofessional and will invite "a retort in kind. Pro-
,

fahity at any time is inexcusable regardless of,the'

proliodation and will not be tolerated.

Code of Ethics. [See Appendix for Personnel Pol-

icies and Practices]

1. The morality of a security officef.must be

above reproach. Since his work involves close associa-

tion with youth, all of his actions are under scrutiny.

This includes not only his conduct in school, but also

while off duty. High school students usually relate well

to security officers and since there is opportunity for

frequent association between the two, the 'security officer'

must present himself as an example for youth.
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2. In urban high schools where drugs, alco-

hol, and forms of crime are experienced, the security

officer must be that figure which stands out as a

straight, moral individual:

3. In some unfortunate instances, it is

discovered that a security officer has been permitting

students to bring alcohol into the school or has even

'heen selling drugs to the students. This type of'offi-
,

cer usually does not last too long. Eventually some

student will quietly report him to some authority.

4. Associating with students must not be

overdone, particularly with students of the,op&site

sex. High school students sometimes take to a friendly

adult quickly, especially one who commands respect and

authority. Officers should be friendly and helpful

always to everyone; however, holding conversations and

even walking with students can be detrimental to the

job performance of the officer and the image-and reputa-

tion of the entire security force. An be

friendly with all and still be able to retain the ability

to say "NO" to a student.
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5. While on duty, no officer is ever per-

mitted the use of alcohol. And,_ he must never come on

the job with the dor of alcohol on his breath.

Obviously, this is not the ideal condition when work-

.ing with youth: This __would be setting a poor example.

If the .students,are expedted not ta smell. of alcohol in

school, then the adults who are guiding them and super-

vising thei should not,

G. A security officer must be professional

at all times. In addition to dreis and appeirance,. his

manner and method of accomplishing his duties muit be *of

the Very finest. Consideration and respect for another

and his position whether_as an employee or student must

be given.

7.. A security officer must..function and per-

form in a calm manner. An alarmist on the job is deadly

in a high school situation where a spark can set off a

disturbance and cause panic.

8. Students must be given reipedt if respect

from them is expected. Students often .complain that the

officers yelled at them or used harsh, insulting words to

33
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keep'them in line.. This manner is unsuitable; only a

calm and,respectable manner will do.

9. Some.security officers work as special

police during off hours and this. type 'of work often

influences their'methods and actions in the school

:force. Often these officers forget.that,they are "in a

school setting and act as though they were on the

streets, threatening itddentS with arrest. Students

will quickly learn that an officer_cannot do what he

has threatened and this will only weaken an officer's

position,and lose respect for him. "Playing cop" is-

not the role for a security officer, ;rotecting and

supervising is. Students re-More apt to cooperate with
i

an officer when he is not asserting authority he really,

does not have;

Changing Assignments 'of Officers.

1. The Head of Security.makes and changes all

assignments. A security officer can be 'changed for the

following reasons: you are needed elsewhere your pres7.

ent post no longef requires 'a security officer; your

performance at this post heeds improvement; or your

34
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removal to another post is an effort to develop your

2. To reques -a change. from ona_Zpoot

anothet_iS 'a .serious ane;z: Such "a request: .can only be,
granted for very special Teisons.' *xequ'ests.-

are :deified. UnlesS the security ,officer shdis:
to handle his presait:_isSignment tot- has os3ihjSicol.

e

dis-
ability. making his attendance at the post difficult..
An eieample-_-woUld beiFig:_issigiiital the
thiid floor having_jUsy.tedoveted from surgikty hue,
walking _Up thiee `flights of stein would_-ba,:difidult_ :and.

the ()S:t would be:changed.

3. Chiingei -of -posts, are bade Inff_etftielitly_..

HoweVer, it can be done to enhance an Offider's.expef--
lexica.. For eiample; one 'month this .officit -1!iiy be

assigned to cafetetia patrol_ and the next month he may
,

be *reassigned to patrol the.parking

Supervision,,of Sedulity, Force.

1. The Head .of Sedurity. supelvises: daily by
petiodically chedking an officet,t, post and the

,3N



immediate area. This willzbe done at leist twice a day.

And, it, will be done openly, no attempt will be Made to

furtively watch or "spy" on an pfficef's conduct.

2. The object. of superVision is to assist the

officer in whatevef way possible.* The 'sdhbol, admin-

istrator assigned to act as liaison to..sedurity will

also superVise but the 'immediate 'stipefvisor is the Head

.

of Secutity.

3. "Snoopeivision" is considered unprofes-
.4--

sional conduct and is not the inethddi Of the :stiParVisors.

-If anything negative -found during the--SuitexviSion, a

confefence between the 'officer and the supervisor will

be scheduled shortly thereafter. This will be done in

private and is accomplished in a positive Wiy, not in a,
,

punitive way.

Placement of Officers." 1See Appendix],

1. \ Hekd of. Sedurityas'signs security offi

cers to a particular post because it is believed that in

his judgment a pa, icular bfficei will function'best and

peiform, well at this, articular post.

36
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2. In the 'event that -difficulties. arise from

a particular assignment,, the officer will consult with

the Head of Sec'urity.

,,.
3.. A particular area' is -designated as a post

,because' :it meets one of the :folllOwirigs.requirenierits:.-

there -'is considefable traffic passing through this.areat

darigeidus area; the 'ared....ofteri, ge0-. crowded and

needs traffic control; it -is hidden- area -and =adult

tsupervision is needed to prevent crime; smolciri'g; etc.

4.. An- officer can never leave his =post unles's

he 'is-'authorized -to do so.. During an.em:erterici, the

officei may assist .anothei offiCei if his'aid is, .-

it:Niles. ed.. The 'assisting officer must. then- notify the

. security office he is leaving his post to help another
.

41 9
officer.

-What Constitutes. a Post? [See'.APpendic]

1. A post is a vital area: demanding security
- -

in the 'interests of the. 'schdol, .its studerits.,- peisorinel;

3
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,\Almt:is_a,major_entrance or exit area
requiring the supervision of a security officer.

3. A post is a place Of assembly requiring

the 'supetVision- of a se*dtiriir.
.

4, A post, is 'a 'place bf. high ;visibility

requiring, the superviSion of v. security ,officer'.

23

5. A post is a previous trouble spot requir-
.

,
r-

ing, the' protection and superyision of a security.

officer.
I

'p

o

6. Aciost is high pedOtiiin..a.reii,

ing .the, protedtion and superVision of "a security officer.
, 1

, .. . - ._
.., ,

. , ...._- ..:
-

..1 7. ' A service "post is a, post -for giving infor-

mation

. . ..
,

and checking stulent -paises'.-.

8. Basically theft) are two types1-'of _posts:

a. A, fixed poSt an .officer=

this post remains where he is and does: not' Mdve- a*ound..

b. A-floating 'past an offiCef.'a'sSigne

this post, moves around in a.geneigi atetimi_is"Tioosi

for the 'supervision and protection _of a large 'area,
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Profile of a Security Officer.

. It takei a special kind of person to be a'

security officer in an urban high *school. *Being a,

security-officer takes a. great deal of patience and

understanding. It very often seems that the work, is

never done and students are, getting yorse:

'2. . Urban high schdols are microcosms of urban

cities. Thus, theire are ethnic and racial.groups that

come togethef, often causing tensions and frictions:'

6tting support from the discipline office can often be

difficult. Getting support in certain cases against

a .student can often be difficult,: especialli 'if race is

made
.

an issue. Sometinies students. have been let. go and.
I '

'escape` punishment becauie the philosophy of thci school

and the discipline. office can be too libefal and tab

lenient: So, a security force-can become disenthanted

with the task of apprehending students biiause officers

Can believe nothing will be do'ne about punishing the S.tu=

dents. This leeling must'not be allowed-to take hold.

In such cases, meeting with the Head of,Sedurity and the

school principal may be very helpful; Itis # wise

3y
.

6
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practice to dociiment the case exactly as it happened.

Wittnesses can bolster a case and often-the student's own'

admission will support the officer's testimony: If one"'
,

or more officers handled a case together, their combined

testimony will be respedted.
t .

3. Everyone complains on his job;. it is, part

of working., The ;security officer is' no,different;
.

often he is an irate, frustrated person. Some 'of the

most common complaintsfrom officers are that they work

too much .for such_a low salary; nobody cares or helps

theta; they are_the objects of much crititismrthey are
,

not fully appreciatedi they are continually, being under-.

rated; or they belieVe they ,have no real authority.

The tolistant.complainei does not belong on this 'or any

other security, force.- If he- constantly complains, het

may ,very well tte in the wrong job. If,a sedurity.force

is well trained and is composed of people whO care about
t

their responstliiiitiet and who share a sense of pride in

their work, -the job will be more rewarding to each hand

.p every officer.'

4. Howevef, this is not to say, that there.are

no legitimate complaints from tecurity officers. 'But, a
c

110"
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well-coordinated security force composed of mature,

well-trained officers can work out 'any problems. The

reiources of the Schdol are available to officer's: the

head of security, the teachers, the Principal, and

other schdol personnel. are.always there to help.. An

individual officer Can often cause friction and lower

morale. But, the 'other officers must overcome this and.

work together toward the common goal of protecting the

school and all the people in it. The Personal-satis-

faction that comes with achieving this goal makes all

. efforts worth-vihile..

PafPoSe of a Seturity Program.

1.. Security-programs i schools often raise

i

the ire of some groups within the tommuniiy. Having
1 ,

/

any security personnel in a school is a controversial
)

issue in some communities. T 6 'following criteria

influ,:..lce the institution o 4vsedurity program:
.

a. The soCi.' economic background and

conditions of the community.

b. A.histdry of disturbances in the school.

c. The r&te of crime and infractions in the

;
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d. Ajroblem with the safety and welfare

of the students and sch661 personnel in the school.

e. The extent of vandalisip in or on the

sChool property.

The :geographic location of the

school, specifically its location in a high crime area

which 'tan expose students to drugs,.personal bodily

harm, etc.

g. A problem with trespassers.in arid

around the school.

2. The security offices at Trenton Central

High Schdol have the responsibility of assuring-the

protedtion and safety-of members of the studerit body,

members of'the staff and faculty, and any, person hav-

ing legal access to the schdol. It is their duty-to

protect the property of the individual, as .Well as the

school,'against such things as carelessnass, negli-
..

gence, malicious mischief, disturbances, and fire.

Areas of Security Responsibility.

1. Security at Trenton High School involves

five 'general areas:
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a. Students

b. Faculty and staff personnel

c. Visitors (the public)

d., Property

e. Parking

-" .2. Security is control and protection.

Security problems 'are 'caused by individuals, therefore

security must regulate and control people far the pro-

tection of all.

The Security Office." [See Appendix]
.--

1.. The security office, likp all othef

offices, As a professional place of business.- A secur-

ity office is usually one of much activity and addi-

28

tional noise and confusion which may be 'unnecessary

should be prevented. An officer should be in the office

only if absolutely necessary, that is, for some 'activity

such as signing in or out of the building, escorting a

student to the office or answering a call from the office.

The telephone is not for personal use and due to the

nature of the office)lines should be kept open as much as

possible. Only two lines are recommended for office.
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use. In emergency situations, use of the phone is vital

and having only one line could hamper important proced-
.

ures..

2. Since the office'is a professional place,

it should never be used as a lounge or hangout.'

3. The filing system in the office should be

kept orderly and all records must be treated in a confi-
.

dential ma90.T. Any cases involving officers, student

discipline, students'- names, addresses and class sched-

ules as well as accident reports, time 'sheets', photo-

.graphs., and various other reports should be kept undef

lock and key. A special metal cabinet with lock should
it

be proilided for any confiscated material. Confiscated

materials as well as other equipment should be inventor-

ied. Confiscated materials should be turned over to the

police as soon as possible\.

4. Either the office secretary or the head of

security can provide informaton from the 'files to the

security oificers. Such information should only be'

shared,if there is a.genuine-need for officers to know

'about it. For example, the name and des'cription of a

1
.z
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repeating marihuana offendef may begr 1 information for

all security officers, but confidens...d1 information

regarding emotional problems of the. .student.may not be

in thebest interests of the security officer or anyone

else not trained to interpret the 'information.

Confidentiality of the Officers' Position.

1. In large urban high ..schdols,.,rumors of

ra

impending gang wars or riots are always ch6cked out;

however, it is a procedure which must be 'done quietly,

quickly, and calmly. Usually officer's can ideAtify

those .studelits who,can provide'rovide Valuabieinformation

regarding such 'matters.

2. The head of security will direct :certain

officers-to evaluate the situation and make 'recOmmenda-

tion3: Information which isgath6red is shared immed-

iately with the principal and community relations office

if necessary. In most cases, the rumors will show up to

be what they truly are--rumors. In some instances,

instead of the large disturbance which is rumored to

occur, a lesser incident will take place.

(15
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3. All incidents in the school are treated

confidentially: Names, addresses, ages, and'infrac-
.

tions are all private information, not open for public

discussion, publication, or broadcist. All inquiries

from students, teachers, or other school perTnel

should be directed to the security office. The offi-,

cer should make no attempt to answer questions regard-
.

ing actual or rumored events.

4. The head. of security is the only auth-.

publiclyorized person to speak. publicly and he must do: this_

through-the office of the principal. Parents who call

the security office wanting information must be

referred to the head of security.

5. In the event of an actual riot school

disturbince or even if tension is high due to a .rumor,

the school system would set up a special rumor number

for the people in the community to call. This special

number made available to the public would hamper the

fix)* of false information and nip the rumors in the bud

before they have.a chance to arouse public fear. A

116



call to the school would inform the caller of correct

information and thereby reduce fear and suspicions.

Pefsonal Contact With Students.

1. Secuiity officers are to have no physical

contact with any student. Contacts should be of a

courteous, verbal request, and, if the student resists_

this effort, follow him or her to the classroom to.

-determine the identity of the offender. lrheecurity

officer will report incidents to the discipline'

office.

2. Physical force or-threats are not to be

used against any student. Of course, in case Of an

assault against the security officer, he is permitted

to defend himself. A security officer should avoid

confrontation with a student, and should always con-

tact the discipline office prior to any nonemergency

action.

3. Security officers must use proper

language when dealing with students, staff members,

and visitors. "Young lady,, young man, ladies,
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,gentlemen," are terms that seem acceptable to most and

bring a favorable response.

4. Security officers must avoid fraterniza-

tion and social contacts with students. It is a

recognized fact that an officer cannot deal effect-

ively or perform his security duties if he is too fam-

iliar with the students.

S. Security officers are not to enter any

-classroom except at the request of the classroom

teacher in cases of emergency; or, in the absence of a

teacher, when an emergency arises: The classroom

teacher.has the sole responsibility of classroom dis-

cipline. If vital assistance, however, is requested of

a security officer, it is incumbent upon him to assist

the teacher.

Relationship to School Personnel.

1. Working with nurse - the nurse is located

in the back hall of "D" building. In addition to

handling emergency situations, she also handles physical

.examinations, excuses for physical education, health
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records, etc. It is a busy place. In the event that a

student has been assaulted or is in need of medical

assistance, a security officer should accompany the stu-

dent to the nurse's office. It is sometimes important

for.an officer to stay in the nurse's office to keep

order if many students are there. Security officers will

have a basic knowledge of first-aid during training;

Also, security officers will be informed of the legal

implications of dispensing aspirin or any medicine

themselves.

2. The discipline office - the main discipline

office is 'in the "A" building. There are also other

discipline offices in the "B" and "C" building as well.

It is the job of these offices to interpret and admin-

ister the discipline code. This can mean' gVing-the--

studentPor calling in parents, suspending the student

or even recommending the student for expulsion. Because

of the nature of these offices, a security officer will

sometimes have to remain in attendance in these offices

if there are many students there. If 'a fight is brought

into any of these offices, it is recommended to keep the

n9



combatants separated. [See Appendix] It is imp-ortant,,

that a security officer who-brings a student'to the

discipline office have a legitimate complaint against the

student. The discipline office must administer a dis-

ciplineode which has been approved by the board of

education and is in line with state school Iaw and

students' rightg. Suspensions and recommendations for

expulsion must be made within those prescribed areas.

No- officer should ever "demand" that a student be sus-

pended or ever recommend the remedial action which is

the responsibility of the discipline officer. It is the

principal of the school who ,has the ultimate authority

according to state 'school law; he is the_one responsible

forfor°al that occurs in,his building. Thus, no security

officer should ever circumvent the 'office o2 the prin-
,

Involvement of Officers. in Other Areas.

1. Security officers usually don't attend

regular faculty meetings, but do hold meetings of their

own. However, in order to maintain; good communications,

an officer or two can be assigned to a faculty meeting to

L-170



keep up with developments and changes which may take
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place.. Students often approach officers for advite and

counsel on,a, host 'of subjects, including pefsonal prob-

lems. Often the 'officers or the security-problems in

the school are published in the 'school newspaper. The

ye4rbook contains pictures of all the officers. Offi-

.

cers can be assigned to various school-sponsored
0

functions or can be invited to meet and get.acquainted

with "the- student 'body at .such functions as dances,

graduation, bake sales, car'wiLsh, student 'government,

meetings, etc. Officers can learn more 'about the disci-

pline office b'y merging meetings of both the securfty

staff and the discipline staff.'

1111tionship to Teachers.

1. Teachers are not superhuman; they can have

frustrations and temper outbursts just like any other

\human being. Generally, they are considerate,respectful

and helpful, but they can also get upset with 'students

who, can disrupt a classroom.. A teacher handles about

thirty-five students in one room at'a time. If there

are two,or three discipline or security problems in the
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room at the same time, it can. get very rough for the

teacher. The security office can be most helptul,to a

teacher; each officer. should do his best,t8give pr9pert,

fi and complete service to a teacher. If a student Faust.

be removed from a claAs, there ,should be no delajr. If'

a teacher summons help, a security officer should go to

her immediately. Problems for teachers can often mount ,

and the security force often feels the brunt 'of a
,

teacher's frustration:

2. The security. force ts 'very often thought

to have the power and ability to eliminate all school
i

'problems--this is an unrealistic expectation.' Security
'.. .

officers have to learn to live with these criticisms

and expectations If a.teacher speaks harshly to a

security officer, don't argue with her; learn/to take

it calmly., Just know your job and_do yonr job.'.Ifia

certain teacher and an officer are not working together,

it could be a good idea to sit down together with the
,

V
head of security and her department head or the prim-,

cipal. There is frequently considerable misunderstand-

ing as to the extent of work that both have.' The
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duties and'responSibilities of the security 'officer have

to be explained carefully to this or any other teacher,

so that there is no confusion about duties' performed by

officers.

Relationship to Parents.

1. Parents naturally defend*their children;0

it is to be, expected. A security officer must be
.P

1

respectful and patient in the face of a parents anger.

A security officer must not lose control of himself or

become.emotional. Meeting with a,parent will take place
0

in the presence of the head of security. When 'a.parentt
is' called to the school because a child has been sus- .

pent:led, of arrested, his natur-al reaction is to defend

himself and his bind. In 'many cases, the parent is so
.

eMbarrassed't4t,he makes excuses. In other cises., the

, parent can lack'reSpect lor the school and authority in

general, This is often why some of the students are

disrespectful, A security off4er Must understand this;

whatever the case, the officer must be,, polite and

respectful and refrain from argument.

/

.
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2. The security officer must state the facts

!s he seesth m. An ob'ective 'discussion is a, must and

,no ramarks that are prejudicial or bigoted lost be made.
......--

,

The officer's` remarks must be brief and to,the point.
\

An officer must not be put off,by a parent's remarks,
. , \

\

`such as, "Not my child, you provoked him into doing it,"

\

.

. .%

or "Who.ate'You to \touch him anyway; I'll sue you, what.
\ ;,

right do' you have?" These are common phrases whiOh. are
.

.

. used, born from. inger
,

and frustre. tfrustration' with the child or
.

even society in general. The 'officer must try, to 'under-
, .

'stand this. He must try to keep cool.

3. , The head of security is an officer's

superior. In' cases such as.there, he should be relied

Rion tcf answer the parent. He Is experienced and knows
.

how tocleal with-irate parents. The officer should

observe .him and listen to his method of dealingAmith
4

parents/He can learn a, great deal from him. Provoking- .

an:argUment with a parent solves nothing and destroys the

_Image of a security force. Only'a reasonable, respectful,

calt attitude. will do. .

-
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Responsibilities andLDuties--To Be Taught by
Police and Security Officials

Conduct While On Post.

1. With the approval and advice of thei)rin-
.

cipal-in %:.14 rge of Trenton Central High Schcal the

Head of Security shall designate posts-that should be

covered by security officers.

-

2. Security officers will remain at their

assigned pc:ts and are not to move into other areas

where not assigned.

3. A security officer on duty is charged

with, but not limited to, the following responsibil-

7/ities:i

a; Being alert for fire,:accidental or

willful damage.

b. Making certain that the buildings

are secure (closing doors and windows).

c. Looking for unusual conditions.

a. Seeking unusual sounds.and investi-

v..ting them.
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'e. Investigating the source of odors

which are unusual and which might be identified with

danger.

f. Reporting damage discovered (during

tour of duty) and submitting a written report.

g., Periodically checking fire exits and

reporting defects immediately.

h. Being alert in parking areas to safe -

gLard the cars of employees and visitors,

i. Screening visitors and determining

their identity when they enter a building:
-

j. Checking passes of students. If nec-

essary to leave his post for any legitimate reason, the

security officer must inform nearest security' officer

of his intention to leave post as well as his where -

1 abouts. The second security officer will then cover

the area until his return.

Security nd Patrol.

1. From experience it has bcc,n found that a

patr911ing security officer is much more effective than

one who remains at a fixed post. Security officers,
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unless assigned to a fixed post, must constantly patrol

their assigned areas. Avoid set patterns of patrol

which might enable students to anticipate where the

seCurity_officer will be at a certain time.

2. Security officers are not to sit in chairs*

in school corridors. All security officers mu.A be on

duty during the entire lunch period and are to eat

either before or after the lunch period. Lunch per-

iods must be approved by the Head of Secuity.
'o

3. The security officer, shall acquire a

thorough knowledge of the school where assigned to dis-

charge effectively his security duties. He must be

familiar with lavatory locations as well ..as service and
eI

maintenance areas. He shall be familiar with all exits,

fire alarm boxes, and fire extinguishers. He must

'acquaint himself with the location of the nurse's

office.

4. The security officer must be familiar with

the areas of responsibility in theNschopl to which he is
NN

assigned. He must acquire a knowledgeNof student

57
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routines' and activities. The security officer shall

obtain a list of class schedules and shall always be

in the hallways during change of classes.

5. Security officers shall always be alert

to any unauthorized person being in the school build-

ing. If an intruder is discovered in the school

building, he shall be immediately taken to the security

office.

6. In the event of a physical altercation,

the security officer shall move in quickly and suppress

the fight with a minimum of physical fdrce. Persons

involved in the fighting shall be immediately taken to

. the security office.

7., As a part of their security duties,

security officers will assist faculty members in the

school cafeteiia and should be alert for the following:

a. Trespassers.

b. Presence of a suspended student.

c. Horseplay on the part of students.

d. Verbal altercation which may sub-
4

, sequently result in a fight.

58
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e. Students bringing in alcohol or drugs.

f. Gambling.

lg. Students cutting classes and loiter-

ing in the cafeteria.

h. Possession of knives or guns or other

weapons.

8.. Security officers should also assist

faculty members in hiving students vacate school build-

ings after their school_dismissal. After school dis-

s security officers should: check their.ares of ,

responsibility for loitefing students;. check all stu-

dent lavatories, all empty classrooms, and check for

property damage which immediately should be reported to

the school principal and custodian.

9. Security officers assigned to the school

parking lots should personally check all vehicles enter-

ing the school parking area. All students and visitors

must be personally checked and identified at this post..

The guard house is to be used for shelter purposes

only. To be effective at this,post, the security officer
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at all times must be in sight of perSons entering or

leaving the parking area.

Accident Prevention and Control.

1. Accident prevention is everybody's job and

particularly that of the security officer. It is part

of his responsibility to observe and report accident

hazards, and to warn people concerning such hazards.

2. The following are some of the conditions

for which' the_ security officer should be alert:,

a. Wet floors.

b. Holes or defects in floors.

c. Lights out _of order.

d. Improper storage of flammable liquids

and highly flammable materials.

e. Mate-ial obstructing lobbies, cor-

ridors and stairways which might be a tripping hazard

or impeding the emergency evacuation of the 'school

building.

7'\

f. Fire extinguishers blocked by furni-

ture or other material.

'4
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.g. Objects (flowerpots, etc.) on window

sills and ledges where they might fall and cause injury.

h. Broken windows.

i. Extension cords or loose wiring, "lovt

'hanging" or across floors.

3. All unsafe conditions when detected shall

be reported to the custodian. When the condition is

one of emergency, the security officer'shall notify the

custodian supervisor orally as soon as possible.

Inspection.

1.. During each tour of duty, the security

officef must be alert to seek out and defect fire haz-

ards and to extinguish small fires. He shall look for

evidence of tampering with fire protection equipment.

2. He must be alert to theft of school

property and property of faculty, as well as that of

.students.

3. Security officers will check passes for

proper identification. He will check lavatories

rl
...)....
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against smoking and fires. He will be alert to gam-

bling on school premises as well as to manifestation of

special misbehavior of students.

4. Secuiity officers will also concern them-

selves with students bringing into schosol and having in

their possession: alcohol, weapons of any type, drugs,

and pornography.

Handling of Injuries.

1. If a person has had a fall and appears to

have a head injury, leaire the indivklual where he is;

make the person comfortable and inlmediely call the

nurse's office advising her exactly what the syMptoms

are. this information is necessary so that the nurse

may bring the necessary equipment with her to examine

and treat the patient.

2. In case of an epileptic seizure leave

the individu/ where he is,' and place a waddelt handker-

chief in his mouth to prevent him from biting his

tongue. Call the nurse's office and strive to keep

other persons away from the stricken individual.
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3. If severe bleeding occurs, apply pressure

on pressure points of the body. Request-that an urgent

call be made to the school nurse advising her of the

accident and its nature.

4. In other types of injury cases, take the --

1

injured person to the nurse's office, secure brief

.details of the incident and immediately advise the

Head of Security.

Fire Prevention and Control,

-1

1. One of the most important duties of a..

security officer is the protection of life and prop-

erty against loss or-damage by fire. Security officers
,

must be alert at all times to discover fires and fire

hazards and be able to act effectively in any fire

emergency.

2. As a minimum requirement, it is necessary

that a security officer be familiar with:

a. Building layouts, including location

of stairs, rooms, special hazard areas; and closets.,

b. The location of alarm boxes on each
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c. The location of fire extinguishers.

d. Conditions that might result in a fire.

e. Method of extinguishing minor fires.

f. Whom to notify in case of emergency.

3. In event of a fire you are to assist in

the safeguarding of students and faculty by evacuation

of students and excluding all unnecessary persons from.

areas which are deemed dangerous. The.Head'of Security,

as, in allremergencies, is to be immediately notified.

Reports. [See Appendix]

1. Security officers are to record each °inci-

dent of any significance in which a student is taken to

the discipline office or which is of vital interest to

the Heal of Security.

..' 2. In recording record of an incident, keep

in mind:

number.

incidents.

a. Who did what? -List\name and hom'reroom

b. What did student do? Describe the



c. When did he or she do it? Date and

d. Where did he or she do it? Exact

location of the incident.

e. Why did he or she do it? If reason is

known, staterehion.

f. How did he or she do it? The complaint

and report completed by you is to be furnished to a

member of the disciplinary staff and a copy to the Head

OfSecurity.

Public Relations for Security Officers.

1. There are eight positive attitudes whiCh

security officer should show:-

a a. Use courteous words instead of sharp,

b. Smile and be polite. i

c. Be responsive instead of being indif\-:

d. Be attentive--have patience.
.,

e. Be helpful--don't hinder.

f. Show enthusiasm--don't be dull.
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g. Act promptly- -don't delay. Delaying

implies laziness.

h. Maintain a friendly attitude'with

students, but at arm's length. A security officer

must remain aloof, but not distant. Remember;.

"familiarity breeds contempt."

2. There are four things a security officer
.

should avoid:

a. An overbearing attitude.

b. An unpleasant tone of- voice.

c. Failure tobe pleasant.

.-'d. Careldss or shabby dreSs,

3. As a security officer, one must exert tact,

but combine it with firmness in enforcing regulations/ of

the 'stool. Fora security officer to be successful, he

must blend a. sympathetic unddistanding with firm enforce-

ment. He must realize that he is dealing with students

from the 'ages ofIfifteen to twenty. :03me of these stu-

dents may be antagonistic and rebellious, but the

security officerlmust exercise at all times much patience

and common sense in performance of.his assigned duties.

(36
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Parking Lots. [See Appendix]

1

1. Students as welL as staff may'drive:to

school and user -the school parking facilities. Sp'eed and

safety laws must'be obeyed; the speed limit is 15 miles

,per hour. A

0

2. All cars must be .registered with

school; students must present their license, and regis-.

tration upon registering their vehicles. Decals are
4111;

then presented to ,students and staffked -for students
4, .

and black for 'staff-7to be posted on the drivef's side
.

sun visor.

(

3. Inspection stickers,must be current and

valid.; If not, the security office can issue a warn-

ing ticket to the driver and state regulatiOns are to

be enforced. Any person having parking or driving

. violations on school pfoperfy'will be,presented with

the appropriate ticket. An ad.c 6;ulation of tickets or a

serious offense could cause dr. mg. privileges to be

revoked by` the security office./ NO students may be ;in
" .

the parking lots or in .cars, ex ept:.-to come to" school
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4.

.
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and leave.school. Students are not permitted in cars

during lunch time, or class time..

Behivior During Disturbance Times.'

1. Be en jraur assigned post promptly. It is

recommended during such times to' be on your post ear-

her than usual.

.4

2. Do not congregate with other officers. It

you are assigned'aIlartner, pay strict attention to your

post and avoid any conversation which may cause you to

cwerlools something. ,

3.' Know the locations, of the nearest phones,.

afire boxes, extinguishers, etc.

1

4. ,KnowWhere and who is manning the.nearest

post.

5. Establish an agreement with yourpartner as

to which One of you will leave thepostand sumo* aidif,.',

necess.

6. Be sure your walkie-talkie is, functioning

properly. Test it periodically,'but don't-overdo it.'

t.

F6,
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7. Be calm and subtle while performing your

AeS. It would be helpful to wear a smile.

8. Keep your walkie-talkie volume low; don't

add tension to the already tense situation.

9. Try not to run; ruining only causes

attention and alarms a situation mo:T -than necessary.

10. If you must summon aid, speak slowly and

clearly. ,State your post location, your name, and the
- .

-

nature of the situation.

11. Avoid disciiSsing they situation with stu-

.. dents and even staff. Hearsay and rumois only worsen

the sluation. Information and details about incidents

and-the situation need only be given to those persons

who are coordinating the school security.

11. No one is authorized to relay information

to the press, radio, or television people.

13. Perform all your duties in a friendly and

professional manner. Assist each other, students, and

staff as may be needed.
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14. Do not wear or carry any item which might

add to the tension, such as unauthorized or contro-

versial equipment or signs, buttons, or pins which

represent a controversial point of view or which might

offend any part of the school population.

I

15. Do not associate with students and staff

unless absolutely necessary.

16.. Do not ever leave your post unless

instructed to do so. If you are going to be relieved

for lunch or some other assignment, you will be

informed' as to who a. ; when 'you will be relieved.
I

Inormation Regarding Aftermath of Riot or
Disturbance.

1. Under normal conditions, the proportion of

security\officers to .Audents is one officer per 100

students::

Following'a riot or school disturbance,

this force would be augmented by abut twenty uniformed

officers, that is, police (4hcqrs, for the purpose of,

having an obvious police presence. 'HoWever, it must be

\
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emphasized that these uniformed officers will only be

used if the situation Is' very sericus' and there is a

strong possibility that the safety and Welfare of people

and property is at stake.

3.- In addition to the uniformed officers,

there will be two or three police cars patrolling the

'perimeter of the school. One ofthecars will most

likely be a canine car. If the situation is very tense

in the school and the immediate community, four"police

officers will be assigned to each. of the three cars.

Methods of A rehension--To Be Taught' b
o ice l icia s

Handling an Offender.
. 1

1. An offender or suspected offender should

never be dealt with forcefully. Nevei touch a student

unless you must in order to defend yourself, An order to

protect property, in order:to quell a disturbance, such

as breaking up a fight br to remove ."a weapon from a

student.

2. In all cases, it is good to have a witness.

Students can bring charges against officers for
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mishandling them. The presence of a witness can do much

to dilute a student's charge.

3. If the police come into the school to

-question a student, the administration must be noti-

fied. An administrator must be present when the student

is being questioned. If the student-is implicated, par-
.

ents should be notified immediately. No student can be

removed from the school without the consent. of the

adMinistration and parents must be informed as to any

arrest of their children.

Confronting-he student. [See Appendix]

1. Use tact as you would with an adult.

Never l'put down" an adolescent in front of his peers; he

is to be tre Led like an adult. Confront him if you

believe that he has committed an infraction, then ask

him politely to accompany you to the security office.

If a crowd is beginning to gather in the area, wait

until it has dispersed before the student is led away.

2. It is necessary to remember that'as a

figure of authority you can be the target of hostility

and rebellion. An offending student will ldok around'



him for support from his friends and peers and try to

make an officer the butt of jokes or remarks. The

officer must not let this bother him. He should

speak quietly to the student and inform him Qf his

offense. Then he should softly ask the student, if he

will be kind enough to come with him to the security

58

office. This should be done in such a way that sus-

picion or anger will not be aroused if other students

are watching. This will show that officers do not want

to exercises their powers, but simply wanj to carry out

their duties in a-reasonable manner.- This manner will

instill respect and confidence.

Conducting Searches of Persons. [See Appendix]

1. A student may be searched if it is

really believe' that he or she is carrying some type

of weapon or c ug or if he is suspected of being

involved in a robbery: Drugs include all those sub-

stances as defined by the Dangerous Substances Control

Law, \N.J.S.A. 24:21 [See Appendix]. Weapons include

any type of firearm, bomb, or fireworks [See Appendix].
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2. When a student is suspected of carrying

any of the above, he should be approached cautiously and

calmly by an officer and asked politely if he would

accompany him to the security office. If he is to be

searched, a school administrator must be present. If

the student is a female, a female administrator must do

the searching.

-Apprehension for Drugs. [See Appendix]

1. The most common drugs used in schdols Ware

marihuana, cocaine, barbiturates, uppers, and downers.

Heroin has been used, but it is rare. In the schools

there are both pushers and users. The pusher usually

sells his drugs secretly and has an appreciable amount

of theldrug in his possession, either in his locker, on

his person, or even in his car in the school parking lot.

2.:Apprehending,a pusher is more difficult
. to,

than apprehending. a user. The userp-if smoking mari-

huana, is usually given away by-the odor produced by the\

burning cigarette. The pusher is a sly, quiet figure

who makes sure that le sells quickly. He may choose to

4
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sell his drugs almost anywhere, 1314 is extremely careful

as to whom may be watching.

3. 'Many users smoke marihuana in school lav-

atories and post a lookout outside the door to prevent

discovery. Students smoking reefers in the lavatory

often sit on a toilet so they can easily fldsh the

reefer down when a security officer surprises them.

4. Many students hide their reefers in a

regular pack of cigarettes. The reefers can easily be

detected by a sharp eye because,they are made very

crudely and unevenly.

r_

S. Users are to be taken to the security

office. The personnel in the security office are

trained to spot a student "dumping" the drugs after

apprehension. The school administrator must then be

notified; he, in turn, will notify the students' par-

ents.

Apprehension for Use of Alcohol.

1. Due to the lowering of the drinking age

from twenty-one to eighteen, alcohol use in the schools
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has increased markedly. There are many eighteen year

olds. in urban high schools and some students under that

age,who look old enough to purchase alcohol. Thus,

obtaining alCohol is not much'of a problem for an

adolescent; he also will have friends willing to buy it

-for him if he is unable to purchase it himself.

2. Security. officers must be acquainted with

the effects of alcohol on a stndent. The classic

symptoms are red eye's, alcohol neath; tiredness,

staggering walk, and slurred speech. In some cases a

student will need medical treatment. When he has

become intoxicated, he may even be in -need of intensive

care at the local hospital.

3. When an officer spots a student whom he

believes has usect_alcoho-1----the---offree-rshould confront

the student and ask him 'to accompany him to the security

office. The school riurse should be called into the

office for consultation.

4. When an officer finds a bottle in a

locker, in the gym, under a seat in the auditorium, in

the shrubbery, or in the parking lot or playing fields,
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he must turn it into the security office. When it is

found on the student, the school administrator will

notify the parents.

Apprehending a Student With 'a Weapon.

1. A security officer should never play the

part of a hero. If a student is suspected of carrying

a weapon, he should be confronted by a security officer

and asked-to surrender it to the officer. Should the

student refuSe to surrender it, the 'officer should con-

tact a police officer assigned to the 'school.- Disarm-

ing a student of a weapon requiresprofessional train-

ing.

2. The student should be given every change

to surrender the weapon so that he can save face. If

a crowd of people starts to gather, the area must be

cleared away. If necessary, the officer can - summon

assistance.

3. The security officer must use tact and

keep a cool head. Improper behavior at this time on

the part of a security officer can pose a threat to

life and property. Sound judgment by the officer should

I
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be used. The student should be asked quietly to sur-

render the weapon and asked to accompany the officer to

the security office.

.4. If the weapon is' surrendered, the officer

must keep it out of sight while transporting it or the

student to the office. . It is preferable to cleaithe

halls before transportation.

5. The officer should be careful in handling

the 'weapon. Guard against such things as placing a

fingerprint on it, or discharging it, or damaging it.

6. As in all cases dealt with in the tecur-

1

ity office, a school administrator must preseht. He

is thel one responsible for calling the police and the

parents.

7. Keep the matter absolutely confidential:

Apprehending the Trespasser.

1. Most states have laws prOhibiting tres-

passers in the public schools. A trespasser is a person

who is not officially an. enrolled student in the school.

-y8



In most cases, it is customary to first warn the tres-

passer and escort him off school property.

I

1.-

-

2. If the trespasser enters school property

a Second time, the police should iake blier because
\
,

essentially trespassing is a police matter and not a

school disciplinary one.

3. The trespasser should be questioned'

regarding the purpose and nature of his visit to the

school. If that purpose is unlawful, such as selling

drugs, etc., the police should be informed.

4. A person with proper business in the

school-will have a pass obtained from the principal's

or security office. When` that person,is ready to leave

the building, he must surrender the pass to aosecurity

officer. The pass will include such information as

name, address, time of arrival and time of leaving,

and the room or office that he visited. These passes

must be kept on file in the security office, partic-

ularly during tense periods.

79



S. If the trespasser is a student from

another school, that school must be notified. In sus-

picious cases, the trespasser should be taken to the

security office and detained there until a police check

can be made.

6. The security offiCer has the right to

ascertain the identity of any student in the School.

He has the right to ask the student to identify himself.

If the student's identity is in,question, the security

officer must requiie such information as the student's

homeroom section, schedule, room locP.tions, teachers'

names, etc. It is easy to determine whether or not a

particular student belongS in the school since .this

infcrm'ation is on file in the security office.

The Power of Arrest and the Extent of Authority.

1. SeCurity officers do not have the power of

arrest unless the local governing body, that is, the city

council, etc., irants it to them.

2. A student is required to submit to the

authority of a security officer.. An officer can never

so
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use corporal punishment/ or physical force unless it is

nec'e'ssary to defend himself, others in the school, or

school property.

3. The security officer can ask for denti-

fication, remove a trespasser from the schdol phys-

ically stop or break up fights, direct traffic .on

school grounds, restrict parking, escort or direct a

student to the proper office: But, he mustnever force-

.
fully touch a student unleSs his own safety is at .

stake. As was mentiohed earlier, the student's

cooperation should always be enliste4 he must never

be forced to go to the security office' with an officer;

he must always be reasoned with so that he will be

willini to cooperate.

4. If a student assaults ,an officer, the

officer can press charges through the Head .of Security.

However, if this becomes habitual, the officer might not

be in the right job. 'The purpose of a.security program

is to ensure peace and harmony in the school. ^Having

officers press charges and 'cause trouble themselves

does not serve the interests of the school or the people

in it.

cr
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After Hours Crime.
k

1. Vandalism and 'stealing have been on the

increase in recent years, When,pdtroIlirig the prop-

erty, the night security officer should' look out for

doors which may be ajar, noise or unusual sounds, lights

which should be either off or on should be checked.

. 2. in.high crime ra e areas,' nieTe, than one'
,

officer will be assigned to work' at nigh. A egu-
.

lar time schedule should be planned according to the

area to be patrolled, the number of inspection points;
.°'

and'-the available Manpower.- A telephone should be

easily available for his use and Ihe should cheek in

with the ,local police'force, if he feels that conditions

demanc6t.

If a break-in or vandalism is .suspected;

the officer should contact the police. InyentOying

the facility should be done only after proper authori-

ties have given permission.

Equi-pment. [See Appendix]

1. All security equipment must be maintained
4

in the best possible conditidn. The base radio station

P'r)
. 4

'1
4
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and the walkie talkies must be operated according to the

rules and regulations of the Federal Cimmunications

Commission since their power covers a large area.
_ L

2. The Ten Code is to be fcllnwed in all

transmissions. It permits quick and precise 'communica-

tions:

Ten - 7 Narcotics
T-- -. 3 Weapons

- 4 u.K.
5 Assault and Battery
6 Arson or burning

- 7 Defacing or destroying property
Ten - 8 Disturbance
Ten*- 9 Fight

',Ten =10 Breaking and Entering
Ten - 11 Cutting Class
Ten - 12 Smoking
Ten - 13 Forge& school forms
Ten -,14 AlCohol
Ten - 15 Gambling
Ten - 16 Pornography
Ten - 17 Suspended student
Ten - 18 Auto accident
Ten - 19 Staff members
Ten - 20 Locat.imn
Ten - 21 Assistance requested
Ten - 22 Call base
Ten 23 Dog in or on prciperty
Ten - 24 Trespasser
Ten - 25 Lunch period
Ten - 26 Traffic or parking violation
Ten - 27 Report to security office immed-

iately

3
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3. All radio equipment must be used with

proper care and handling. Officers sometimes com-

plain that volume is poor, but often the problem is

that they have not properly adjusted their sets.

4. Another common complaint of officers is

muffled broadcasts. This usually indicates that the

person speaking is too close to the 'set's mouthpiece.

S. Never put the walkie talkie down; always

carry it on your person. These sets are very costly

and can too easily be mislaid or lost or even stolen,

They must be locked in the school security office upon

leaving school. They should never be removed from

schoollproperty. The officers will be shown how to

recharge their. sets; it is a simple and easy procedure,

but one which must be done if the set is to continue

functioning. The Head of Security must be informed

immediately if a set needs repair or is lost or stolen.

First-Aid TrainingTo Be Taught by the School Nurse.

Instruction.

1. Security officers will be shown how to

treat lacerations, nose bleeds, convulsions, epileptic

,81
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seizures, asthma, broken bones when the nurse can arrive

on the scene. Also carrying and lifting methods 104.1. be

shown.

2. All accidents must be immediately report-

ed to the 'nurse and the administration. Officer's must

never under any circumstances transport a student to the

hospital by themselves. This must be done by the 'school

nurse and under her specific direction. Serious legal

problems can arise from unauthorized personnel trans-

porting persons to a hospital, particularly if an

accident takes place en route involving the patient.,,

3. At the end of this training course, offi-

cers will qualify to egroll in Red Cross Certified First

Aid training.

Equipment.

1. First aid equipment will be placed with

security officers at specific locations. This equipr ,t

can be helpful at strategic locations, such as near the

,gym, swimming pool, main office, security office, ath-

letic offict, main entrance, discipline office, auditor-,

ium, main parking area, and back halls.

Pr.
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2. Kits will be stocked by the school nurse

and periodically checked by her for 4eteriorated

articles.

The Training Sessions

1. The classroom sessions are to be held

five days a week during the first two months of train-

<F,

ing.
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2. At the end of"the two months, on-the-job

training will begin.

3. Classroom sessions will then be held once

every two .weeks.

4. Weekly meetin;s will take place between

trainees and security officials so that questions can

be asked and probleis, if any can be discussed.

At the end of the onesmonthon-the-job

training period, trainees will be evaluated by security

officials and an observation team composed of teachers,

students, and administrative personnel.

pe
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6. Any trainee considered unsuitable at this

time will be given another month for evaluation. If

the trainee does not come up to standards at the time

of this second evaluation report, he will be asked to

leave the program.

7. A period of three months of on-the:job

training is considered ample time for judging the

adequacy of the trainee.? Also, the trainee' has suf-

ficient time ,to evaluate his oWn position and determine

whether or not he feels he is suited to the job. It .is

the.opinioll' of security officials and school adminis-

trators that two months of classroom work and three

months of on-the-job training, will enable bot.i instfuc-

tors'and trainees to assess their satisfaction with each

other.

8. Duiing classroom sessions, various com-_

munity people, police officials and school adminis-

trators will give talks and demonstrations in their

specialties to acquaint trainees with various aspects

of their jobs.
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a. Police officials will demonstrate

self- defense techniques, as well as procedures for

searching, questioning and apprehension.

b. A law school board attorney will

speak on the_rights of students, legal implications of

use of force, and the rights and duties of officers-

c. An' FBI agent will talk about .the rise-

in crime, the growth of school security systems, and

ideas for prevention.

d. Local press and radio people will

talk on the need and-nature of public relations.

e. Represent'atives froi various commun-

ity and civic groups will talk about the concerns and,

problems of security in the schools.

f. A member of the school board

talk abOirt the policies and practices affectilig offi-

cers, security, and the obligations of administration

to protect the student and staff.

g. The Head of Security will talk about

security systems in othei schocls with special emphasis

on their su cesseb and failures.

S8
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Role-Playing.

1. Role-playing is learned through doing. In

role-playing, a person thinks, feels, and acts at the

same time. This experience provides a simulated reality

situation in which a person can practice complex skills

without .hurting himself or anyone else through failure.

The role-playing experience affords three purposes: it

provides better understanding of the role players 'by

seeing and hearing each other in action; it gives the

players and the spectators information on how certain

roles can be filled; and it provides' everyone involved

with the knowledge and skills, necessary to perform -in an

actual situation.

a weapon.

drugs.

2. Situations for role-playing:

a. Officers and students:

1) Student is suspected of carrying

2) Student is suspected of selling

3) Students are wrestling in the hall.
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4) Student resistance and refusal to

accompany officer to security. office.

5) These situations will give train-

ees an opportunity to practice their skills in confront-

ing a suspected student, requesting his cooperation in

accompanying the officer to the gecuriiy office, and

dealing with the recalcitrant student.

b. Officers and officers.

1) Relationship between officers

during times of crises and disturbances,

2) Practice in calling for assist-

ance from other officers.

3) These situations will give train-

ees anlopportunity to practice relating to their

counterparts, practice professional behavior, and °

practice skills necessary for the resolution of

security probleis.

c. Officers and teachers.

1) Dealing with a teacher's request

to remove a disciplinary problem from her class.

2), Manner toward teachers.

O
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3) These situations will give train-

ees an opportunity.to practice,re4ting to teachers and

dealing with their requests for aid.

d. Officers and administrators.

1) Manner toware, administrators.

2) Dealing with irequests of admin-

istrators.

3). These situations will give train-

ees an opportunity to practice relating to administrators
,

- -

.

and dealing with their requests for aid.

e. Handling of injuries.

1) . The injured student.

2) The epileptic student.

3) The student suffering.from severe
i

bleeding.
g

,

4) These situations willgiire train-
.

ees an opportunity to practice handling injuries and

first aid and contacting necessary personnel for aid.

f. Fire prevention and control.

1) Evacuating students and school

personnel during a fire.

2) Looking :nr fire hazards.

, ei
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3) These situations will give train-

ees an opportunity to practice prevention and control

of fires, skills that are so necessary for the pro:

of life and property.

g. Disturbance times.
:

turbances.

these times.

1) Conduct during periods of dis-

2) Using the walkie-talkie during

3) These situations will give train-

ees an opportunity to practice behaviors during crises

and disturbances and skills necessary for-controlling
. .

them.

critical

-

h. Searching the student.

1) Practice in searching students

for weapons, drugs, alcohol, and pornography:

2) This skill is one of the most
0

for officers. Practice in searching students

will give necessary practice in the proper methods of

searching.
.

.7

i. Apprehending trespassers.

1) Confronting the trespasser. .

10 tr 7.10

, , it I

...
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2) Checking for identificition.

3) Apprehending the violator.

4) These situations will give train-

ees an opportunity to practice spotting and dealing

with trespassers in the school and on the 'school

grounds.

j. Practice with equipment.

1) Practicing the ten code.

2) During crises an disturbances,

this skill__ii necessary for keeping in touch with other>

officers and security officials so that officers can

assess the progress of the disturbance. The ten code

takes a great deal of practice to master and this-

situation helps to put into-practice what the trainees

must memorize.

Evaluation

The observing team will evaluate the attitudes,

behavior, and skills of trainees. ,They 'will be looking

for professional attitudes and behavior in dealing with

various people comprising the 'school community and'in

various situations.
t),'/
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1. Attitudes and behaviors toward students.

to students.

79:

A,

a. Physical contact with students.

b. Language used by officers when talking

c. Manner toward students.

d. Behavior ,A trainees when students

resist disciplinary action.

e. Behavior of trainees during a physical}
a

attack by student.

f. General demeanor toward studentS-.

students.

other

Excessive fraternization with

h. Behavior during an apprehension.

2. Officers and officers.

a. General attitudes of trainees toward

trainees and security officers.

b. General behavior of trainees toward.

/.
other trainee's and security officers.

c:- Behavior during times-of crises and

-disturbance when assistance is needed from other Secur-
,

ity people,

51

.

a I



.4. Officers and administrators.

a. General attitudes of trainees toward

administrators.
.

b. General manner" of trainees toward
O .

administrators. f

General behavior of trainees during

administrator requests for services.-

areas?

S. ,Conduct on-post.

. a. "Aret;ainees

. -b.- Are trainee's

c. Are trainees looking for unusual con

always on assigned posts?

patrolling their -assigned

t

such as Opened or broken windows, opened fire

exits,lloOse wiring, etc..'
A ei

I .

d. Are trainees checking passes-4. and

visitors for 'identification?

e. Aretiainees fraternizing with,the

screening

students?

f. ?tre trainee's conducting .blemsd_ves
0

professionally?

g. Are trainees using harsh 9r foul

language with students or teachers?

'kJ

mfr
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h. Are trainees looking for Violations

such as'weapons, drugs, gambling, etc.?

properly?

gtndling ihjuries.'

a. Are trainees handling injuries

g ,

b. Are trainees taking too Much respons-
,.

ibility,for handling injuries or are, they calling upon

proper petionnel?

7. Fire prevention and control.

a. Are traineesfagiiliar with fire alatm

-boxea, fire extinguishers, and `outs of building?,, .

P
Ib. Are trainees of lookout for fire.

'hazards?
. 1

these times?

c. Behavior during a fire drill or alarm.

DistuOanCe times.

a. Are 'trainees on their pasts during

b. Are trainees u4ng.their walkie-

talkies properly?

or

.11
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9. Searching students.

a. Are trainees searching students

properly?

b. Are trainees searching students for

valid reasons?

10. Dealing With trespassers:

a. Are trainees on the lookout for

tresp ers?

b. Are trainees confronting trespassers

properly?

c. Are trainees checking pas'ies

passds properly?'

d. Are-trainees apprehending trespassers.

properly?

In addition to these monthly Written evaluations

by.Ahe school observing team, there will be monthly tests

for the trainees. These tests will give instructors an

opportunity to evaluate the progress of the trainees and

learn whethex or not their on-the-job training has given

them necessary experience.
""*"
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i. Tests will have multiple- choice questions

that deal with actions and behaviots regarding:

a. -Handling injured students..

b. Fire prexiention and control:.

c. Disturbance times.

d. Searthinustudents.
4

:e; 'Apprehending suspected students.

f. Apprehending tresrassers.

g. 'Handling different types of equip-,

ment.

o

2., Tests wilLIiave essay-type questionspat.,

deal with attitudes and opinions regarding:

4.
Suspected students.

t. Recalcitrant. students.

c. Disciplinary-problem students.

d. DrUg and alcohol users.

e. Students who carry weapons.

f. Irate teachers-.

Varxous security, problems.,

h. Securityofficers in schools.
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The pUrpose of these questions is to explore the

individual, trainees' inner feelings. While security

)
officials do not pretend to be psychologists, it is

possible to detect an underlying hostility toward-stu-

dents and teachers through these questions. Thus, the

purpose of having security people in the school could be

destroyed by negative attitudes. It if possible that

under the guise of a security position, a trainee could

take advantage of his pdsition and authority to abuse

the objects of his hostility. These essay-questions

might possibly surface some of these feelings.

The purpose of a security program.is to train

officers in the proper behavior and manner that is

necesslry to develop positive-attitudes toward security

in the school. As was mentioned earlier, the security

officer is responsible for the safety and protection of

all people, in the school and'school property. His

manner and conduct must be one of.confidence, assurance,_

and poise. He must be trained to adopt these attitudes

so that the school does not take on the image of an

armed camp. These officers were not meant to use their

muscle and pose as police officers in a blazer.- They are

(7
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simply security officers who will keep the school a

secure place in which to be. Their calm, assured

manner must be developed or the point of having a P'

school security program will be destroyed.

.

Thus, any trainee, who'harbors a hatred toward

adolescents, teachers, learning, or schools in general

will harm the security program. These elements may not

be revealed in the initial psychoblogical examinations

for recruitment. It is the task of the security_

officials in charge of the training program to sift out

those individuals who could cause grievous harm to the,

program.

3. Writing reports:

a. Trainees must be. given practice in

writing reports. Part of each test will measure this

skill.- Tests will evaluate traineest,ability to report

incidents accurately.

Weekly Meetings Between..Trainees
and'Instructors'

It is necessary to observe and test the security

trainee.-.However, there are some attitudes and beliefs

1,R0

.
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that cannot be tested.. 'The trainee .is on a newjob and

like any other new job there can be conflicts between

the. idealistic view of the job and its realities. While

the training sessions will demonstrate to security offi-

cials the progression of skills and competencies, there

is nothing like man-to-man talk to iron out diffi-.

culties and confusion concerning particular aspects of

the job.

Weekly meetings between each trainee and instruc-

tors will give each trainee an opportunity to voice his

negative feelings, if he has any." The trainee can

express.hOw he feels about the job in general, how he

feels he is fulfilling the position, how he believes,

his own progress is developing, and how he believes

that job has either disappointed or satisfied him.

During weekly meetings, he will be able to fully

express himself and explain any ideas he may have about

the amprovement of security services In the school. He

can discuss his relationships to other trainees, .other

security officers, students, teachers, and other school

personnel..
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He will have an opportunity to tell instructors i
1

_ anything that is,bothering him about his rights,

duties, responsibilities
, and limitations. .His frus-

trations about the job can _Wieveaeli thfOugh these

talks as well as his feelings of well-being.

Any problems" with'handling teachers or students
.

'can.be 0.scussed in theie weekly meetings.' Any area

that is not fully underStodd by the trainee can be

thrashed out and resolved. If there are any miscon-
,

.ceptions orconfused ideas about the trainee's duties

or rights, thesp meetings'wili give him an opportunity

to talk about them.

There is a great difference between theory and

practice, particularly whenthey are- in the area of

public relations%; A point that is raised during q

training sessioh- may sound easy to put into practice.

But, yhe. a trainee is on the job iKet has to deal with

disciplinary problems, recalcitrant students, dangerous

weapons,jrate teachers,, etc. there can be Owed for

major adjustment. When cdnfronted with, a particular

--situation that could lead to danger or even less of

102
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life or property, the 'trainee must be fully prepared to

deal 'with it: If there are .any confused points or

. questions stemming from misunderstood points, the

meetings are the time for,discuising them. At

these meetings, the instructor can clear up' any points

that are bothering the trainee and give him the personal '

attention he requires. The instructor can explain each ,

point in detail with thi-s-personal contact that would be

impossible in,a classroom situation.
4.4

Thus,-these weekly meetings are atiine for each to

get to know each other as people working toward a com-

mon igoal. One is not the student andone is not the

instructor; both.'gte Simply two men Who are discussing

commonlproblems and situations. The'trainee knows. that

the instructor is not trying to reduce him to a specimen

that is observed, but' is someone who ,wants him to'st-
,

ceed and be satisfied with his job. The same is true of

the instructor. The trainees is not-trying to evaluate

the instructor and determine whether or' not he is out to

get him, or evaluate his competence in his field., The

trainee'comes to the instructor for these meetings with

. 103
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the idea that there are problems to be resolved and

,matters
e
to be cleared up.

In addition to clearig up certain matters,' the

weekly meetings'are chances for instructors and

trainees to get to know each other. Because they are

both interested in the security of the schoo?, they

are working, toward a common goal. They are both part

of a team and must learn about each other and how to

work with each oth3r: Like any social system, each part

is dependent upon other parts and interrelated with

them. Thus, the trainee and the instructor are on the

same teat and should get to know each -other As

individuals.
'/

airing weekly meetings there is an opportunity to

discuss the findings, of the observation team and report

an&discussotest results. Any positive Points.made by

the observation team regarding a particular trainee should°

be mentioned so that the trainees self-concept will be

enhanced and job 'satisfaction will bet increased. This

is just as important-as mentioning negative points. A

trainee will be greatly motivated to succeed and

0

101.



perform well if he believes' that his efforts have been

rewarded.

Any.anegative points can be raised and discussed

and recommendations for improVement can be made. If

they are serious, then the trainee should be warned

that this behavior will not be tolerated and his job

90

m 4.
could be in

'

danger. If they are minor, then this should,

be pointed out, but should also be dealt With for,

improvement and change.
_ .

Plans for Incidification can be made during-the'ge

weekly meetings. 'The instructor can outline individual

9

.

probleti and show the trainee how-to improve his per- '.
f

formanre, Each-point made by he observation .-team should
.qe E.

be fully discussed. Any problem should be corrected by

the instructor. The need for change-and improvement
,.

'phoUld be,explained by the 'instructor as well as the

plan for improvement. The instructor must give detailed

explanations regarding the proper action or behavior ti?

be taken. The-next time the obserVation team makes a

reports .it can be 'discussed ".during a weekly meeting. If

there is an improvement Where, itwasneeded, the trainee

1.05

-
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shoUld be commended for it. If,there.was no-improve-

ment, the trainee should be admonished and warned and,

given anothet<12 to correct it.

Test results should be discussed. Areas needed for

improvement should be talked about. The trainee must

be givencd list of things on Which he will have to'

study. Study and memorization concerning rules; reg-
.

ulations, layouts, etc. are important parts of the

training program.

. e

In summary, these weekly meetings are an essential

part of the security training program. Through these

meetings there is personal contact that is lacking in
1 V

the classroom sessions. Moreover, it is a chance for

the discussion between trainee and.instructor on any

.

problems dealing with the trainee's actions, behavior,

and progress.. It is a time for the trainee to assess

his own progress and evalUate his role in the security

. ,program..

This program would give the security offiters a

.leeling of confidence tlkat.they could deal with School

problems. Their selk-respect would be increased because ,

d I

A



they would know that .they have beenproperly trained and go
_ -

are aware of the duties they are expected to 'perform

-as well as the limitationS:their roles .define.

A tratftee would feel that after successfully -..

..--1-----

completing this program, he'would be capable of per- .
. z

fo*ling. a.service 'to.the-School and the 'Comlunity. There .;

. .

,/'

v
-

+.
.

. . .

would be no question' in his mind regarding what he is ,

expected to dolor how he'should do it. The'traiping

,program would provide the proper preparation for the,-

position °f a. security officer in an ,urban high school.

At this poiAt'avilot.study-could be conducted"

---measuring the effectiveness of the security officers-
I

versus -the effectiveness of security officers in another

school in the district which did not hav6.a. training

6

The subjeCis for this practicum would be the
.

security officers of Trenton Central High School and .

a

another secondary school within t,he sfttem.eMploying
.

security officers, and the students andstaffs-of both

sch9ols.

f' /07
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C'zspecially designed questionnaire would e)tplore
the.Atitudes of security officers," students, .end other

personnel to determine the effectiveness and attitudes

of security officers 'and consequently the training pro-
.

- gram;
2

4
7 C.1 The other bchgol's security officers, School B's

.seduri:ty officer, would not have undergane.thetrain=
\
1 I

-',,,, .ing program. A=comperison of crime statiitics'and.
, \

,disciplinary infractions of both schools would'indi: .

r.
.,

.

. .
cate the effectiveness Of the training. .

. ,
-

....' .
, ,, .--

Students would be queStioned itegarding their 6

t -

.*.aititude,toward'the need for security and t demeanor ,

a's,curity officers'. School staff, personnel would be

questioned regardilig their tititaes toward the need .

,.,for security and the conduct of the 'offrcers. The
* .- , 4

aV I,

types of Answersshould.Be an indicelon.of the _,success

of the training program and the improvement in thV-qual-
, . > . .

ity of the.secUrity officers.
,

,,

Thus,'there-wili be both a quantitatile and quali'

tatiVe 'analysis of the findings from the pilotrstudyt

The,findings will reveal whether the ppofessionally

1.C8

I4

.
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trained security officer is superior to the untrained

security officer or not.

The questions posed for the pilot study, w

1. Is there a decrease or increase in crime

in the school? This information would be obtained

from the administrative office.

2. Is 'there a decrease of civil suits.aollnst

the School and the security officers? This .information

would also be obtained froi the administrative office.

3. Is "there a decrease or increase in school

infractibns? The administrativeoffice would also

'supply this infornxation.

4; Is there a difference in relationships

between officers and students? Officers and staff ? This

information would be gatheted through personal inter-

views from everyone involved.

Adoption of the Program
e

The data from the!study would be coded, tabulated,

and reported in a written and oral presentation to the
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distr.i :eh The funds fo: such a program most likely

will not be a problem since the ,chool hai employed

security officers. Cooperation with th-evarious

training officials including the police department

will also not be a problem since they are concerned with

the protection of the school and consider the crimprob-

lem in the school as one that directly involves them.

Thus, the're are no real problems anticipated in

thes areas. However, there could be a slight problem

in convincing the boafd to adopt the program because,-of

fears Tegarding the use of security officefs. Many-
(/'

school officials disdain the image of a school becoming°

an armed camp; they fear the-school:s image and that of

the community's could be tarnished. However, most

school board membsirs are realistic men and women (there

are nine on the board), and-they are Increasingly recog-

nizing that security officers'arebedoming a real need

in many schools. The problem, if any, is to convince

the board that more funds must be slient'on better sal-
t

=aries and training. Armed with statistics from the local

lever citing decreases in crime, school infractions, and..

10

444
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civil suits, the board will be convinced that the pro-

gram is necessary and beneficial.

If there is any question concerning the funds

needed for the program, the board can-be shown that in

the long run less money will be spent. Civil suits

cost money and also damage the reputation of the school

and the district; property damage and vandalism also

cost money.

With the protection of the school that the secur7

ity officers provide, the school would actually be

saving money and its image., Having police cars stationed

on school grounds or rights outside the property gives

the school a'tarnished image.- Newspaper, radio,, and

television coverage about criminal acts in school dam-

ages the public's confidence in our school systems and

also decreases needed support for the budget and other

important matters. Vut, having a well-trained discreet

professional security force will protect and enhance the

image of the school.

The community would be pleasedto know that the

school is protected from damage; parents could breathe

1
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more easily knowing that their children are safe; stu,

dents themselves could learn in'a tension-less environ-

ment and the staff could go about their business instead

of fearing disruption or even personal harm. The

psychological advantage of having ail-organized security

force would allay anxieties within and without the

school.

The boaz4 consented to the use of security officers

,that were not trained; there is little fear that they

would reject security officers that were highly

trained.

Ascertaining the Required Inputs

As was mentioned, Trenton Central High School did

employ security officers, but their performance was con-

sidered poor by the school administration. Therefore,

during the months of February and March 1974, discussions

'were held with the oboard of education suggestingthe

professionally trained security force.

In Apri1,1974, the board consented to a pilot pro-

gram to be implemented in August 1974 and exterided

through April 1975, a period of eight and a half months.
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The board also authorized the necessary funds for equip-

-ment and manpower.

Manpower, ,

10 Security officer trainees at a
salary of $6,000 each . $60,000.00

1 Head of sch9o1 security 13,000.00

1 , Coordinator of security for
school ,district .. 18,000.00

$91,000.00

Secdrity.equipment
1

,

.
,

29 Walkie-talkies--wide range-.4t
.

$1400 each $40,600.00 ,

,

1
.

-two-way radio station 2,000.00Base
,.9.,,,,

2 Recharging racks for walkie- ,

talkies; capacity for 12 each
at $300.00 each-- ...

. 600.00 ,..

5 Single rechargers at $35.00 each 175.00

50.00

1 Stretcher 60.00

1 polaroid camera 180.00

10 Packs of film for camera at,
$7.00 each 70.00

8- Packs of flash bulbs for camera at
$2,00 each 16.00

32 . Batteries for walkie-talkibs at
$50.00 each 1,600.0

Maintenance contract for walkie-
talkies and base'radio.station ..... 111a.00

'$45,551.00
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Office equipment

The'office supply budget was drawn from scratch.

It was decided that the security system should have

its own supply budget and not use the supplies from the

other offices.'

1 ream of typing paper $ 5.00

1 dozen small Scotch tapes' 3.50

.2 boxes of paper clips .50

1 box of rubber bands .80

.2 desk blotters for two large pads 1.00

6 dozen #2 pencils 3.00

2 dozen ball point pens 5.00

.1 dozen yellow lined pads \ 5.00

100 light weight regular size 1/3 cut \

file folders
500

41 boxes white business envelopes 4.00

41 dozen large manila envelopes 4.50

6 regular size clip boards 6.00

1 18 Inch ruler

1 set of Magic Markers 1.50

4 packs of thumbtacks 1.00

3 boxes of stencils 15.00-

500 3 by 5 lined index cards 3.00

2 composition books 1.25
$ 64.70

1 file cabinet - 4 drawers with`lock $ 80.00

1 manual typewriter 200.00

2 office .desks and-two gpaixS '700.00
$ 980.00

Total "tI044'.10

11



Recruitment -of Trainees
August 1974

_1. Processing of applications by

the head of school security and the coordin- . "2 weeks

-Aatof of security for the district

2. Personal interviews with
2 days

-potential trainees

3. Physical,. .examinations by
1 day

schoca doctor of potential trainees

0

,Training Seesions
September 1974 - February 1975

1. Clasiroom sessions taught by

security school officials andloeal 3 hou s
every 2 weeks

policemen

On- the -'job' Training
October-ID74.-February 1975

1. -Monthly testing of trainees

by training officials

100

2 hours
each month

i.

:1
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2. Monthly evaluation report

made by school.obseriration team

3; Weekly meetings between

2 days-
eadi mont4

1 hour

trainees and instructors
for each trainee

Piltit"Stutr
kpr,if -1973

'1. Construction of the

questionnaire

O

4 hdurs.

.2. Distribution of question-.

nacres-1 day at each school .

2 days

3. Tabulation of questionnaires 8 hours

4. 'Writing report of .findings 1Vhour
0

5. Presentation of findings

to the board of education

116

2 hours-
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EXECUTING THE PRACTICUM

102

The Study was _conducted during the first week in

April, .1975. The subjects at Trenton Central High'

School were the experimant.al, group; the subjects* at

°School 8, another secondary sahoOl in the district.,

served: as ;the control group. The sample was composed

of 80 subjeCts: - 10 security officers from each schOol,

10 -Students ftom each school, and 20 staff -incubate

from each 'school.

Two questionnaires were actually' designed for the

- different groups-Lot- sUbject8.- (Sit Appendix) 4

security officers were given one.quettionnaire-wiich

explored. theit attitudes on different --8i e0ts:-ofthiir

.positite.- Tan Beautify officers already-employed Ware

randomly selected from School BJ:the 10 Beautify train
.- .

_ ees'were 'tat other,sUbjects.

The other questionnaire was given,tóTstudenfi and
A

staff personnel in,each school._ This_quesitionnaire

sought to determine attitudes' toWard_a security training ,

program. Ten students at each school wets-randomly
. .

il-7
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selected for the sample and 20 staff personnel members

at each school were randomly selected for subjects.

The data was presented in numbers rather than per-

centages, because the samples were small. Analysis.was

'made in both tabular and text form.

QUESTION (1) ... Do you approve the idea of a training
program for security officers?

Table 1 reported the numberof security officers.

who approved or disapproved of,a training program for

security officers.

es =

TABLE 1

Attitudes Toward a Training Program

Trenton H.S. School B
10 ,10

Yes 10 10

No

Table 1 indicated that security officeYs unanimously

approved the idea of a'training program for security

officers.

Table 2 reported the number of security officers who

would or would not like to have a part in planning the

program. .1/ 8



QUESTION (2) ... Would you like to have a part in
planning the program?

TABLE 2

Attitudes Toward Planning a Training Program

Trenton H.S. School B
10 10

Yes 9 8

No 1 2.

Table 2 indicated that almost all the Security

officers would not want a part 411 planning .a training

program. It is difficult to spdtulate'irhy they would

not, but the 'researcher believes that these,security

officers would rather leave such a sensitive, potentiaffy,

------dange4us-situation_tothe-professionals.

table 3 reported thd number of security officers

°' who think there is, a real need for security training.

QUESTION (3) ... Do you think there is a real need
for security training?

TABLE 3

Attitudes Toward the Need for Security Training

Trenton H.S. :.. School B
10 10

Yes` 10 1 0

No «
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Table 3 indicated.that'security officers believe

that there is areal need for security training. These

security officers are in security positions and see the

limitations and effectiveness' of their positions. A

security training program would better enable them to

perform their dlitiei and responsibilities.

Table 4- reported the characteristics suggestedby

the security officers for a good security program.

QUESTION (4) .;.-Wha-t-dd you think a good security
program can do.for.t0e,,School?

TABLE.4

,,Characteristics of 'a good Security Program

No answer
-

1-.

Improve :relations between
A'

students and officers

Make school safer and more
. enjoyable

Lessen violations_ of school
regulations., ,-

Return school t6-a'place
of learning 1

leach'security officers the
proper function of duties 1

1

Trenton.H.S. School B
10 10

O

4

.3

;.

4

mi

2

1.20

4.
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Table 4 indicated that security Officers had clear

: ideas about a good security training prdgraM. One of

-_the aims of creating and implementing a training program

was that relationships between students' and officers,

would be defined. it appears thdt Security officers find

this important, too. 'Multiple answers were given to this
.

question so security officers made several points. One

interesting point that was made was by ,the subjects in

School B wherp there iS no training program".' These

subjects-thought a training program would not ol4y

. improve relations betimen s'tudents and officers, but ..- /

would teach the security .ofiicers the proper function

of duties. Without a clearly defined training program

to exptlain the limitations of rights and duties'of a°

security.officer, a security officer will not.always

know the scope' of his .duties. TheofficersinSciTool B

'believed that this was as important as having good .

.relations with students.

Table 5 reported the subjects that-security ,

officers' would like to see included in a training.pro-
.

gram. e
0
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QUESTtON (5) ... What points'Or subjects shotild be

4

ro covet d in the training program?

. ,TABLE

Subjects To Be Incluaed in a Program

Drug education

Self-defense
.

.

',Community relations

Crowd control,

Disbiplinary7procedures

School regulations

Relationships to students

,Student sights

IpProper
public demeanor

First aid

rTrenton 1i.4.;
f 10

4 f'

4

5

2

2.

2

2

2

1

SchOol
10,

107
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Table, 5 indicated that security officers believed

manrdifferent aspects should be included in a training

program. Each subject gave. multiple'answerg to this

questivn.: The most important pointi for the subjects

in Trenton Central High School were CiTtl'g educatiOn, self-

defenie, and community-TelatiOns, .Th9 most important

points: for the subjects_ in School B,Wiere there is noi

security training, program for security officers were

44

-1 4-
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relationships to students, school regulations, dis-

ciplinary procedures and self-defeAse. It appears that

the security officers in School Dare more concerned

with regulations and procedure5 because thdThave not

ben as fully inforied of them as thi-officers-ilf the

training program at TreAten Central: ,

. -

o

4
..4:, . . .

. V I
a .. ,.: S

14

Table 6 reported the number. of:"ieburitiofficera
,. . ,

whd thoUght school did or did not 'have'enoti0iffi2-
, .-7. ,

.
. ..

. . I ,

. -, ,°?' % ..,

0. .; ,

-

,
.0ESTFON (4) ... Dc you the'schoOl has-enoligfi-

. offiCefsf
- I

TABLE- 6

Attitudes Towii4 Seduriy
r

# 2

Trent On
10

Yes

No

3

7.
.44111=.444=1.441.

Table 6 indicated that the security officers

believed the security stiff was inadequate. Even in
o

the school where there was a trainllig program, Trenton

123
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Central, the security officers believed that the staff

should be. increased if absolute safety was to be

Table 7 reported the number of security officers

who believed their salaries were fair ones.

QUESTION (7) 0. Do you think-security officers are
paid a fair salary? .-

2

Yes

No

TABU 7
.

Attitudes Toward Salaries.

a.=11011.11.10.0001Imaill=1,==1111Manniamm21

Trent 04 H.S. Stheol B .

1.0 10%

Table 7 ilidicated that security offccers believe

thelr salaries were not fair ()Ass for the job they are

'doing. The possible risk'and abuse they sometimes must

take leadi them to believe that their salaries should

compensate them.

Table 8 reported the number of security office=

who believed that the requirements for security officers

should be changed.
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QUESTION (8) Do you think theq.equirements for
being a.security 2fficer should be
changed?

TABLE 8

Attitudes Toward Requirements _

TrentonALS,.
10

School B
-10

Yes 8 7

No 1 3

No Answer 1 .

Table 8 indicated that security officers believed

that requirements for the position of security officer

should be changed. .There was no atteipt on the-part.'

of the researcher to further explore this attitude. It

can only be guessed at with the help of 'previous con-

versations with security officers: physical reqiiire-

ments should be changed and educational requirements

should be changed.

Table 9,reported the number of security officers

who believed that the officers were doing oT eot doing

a good job'.
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QUEStION (9),... Do you think -that security officers'
are generally doing a good job?

TABLE 9

Attitudes Toward Job Performance

Trenton H.S.
10

School B
10

Yes .10 -10

No Ms we

Table 9 indicated that security officers believed

that they were doing a good job. Not one security officer

stated that the-officers were not doing agood job. It

appears that there is a great deal of job satisfaction

with the position of,security officer and a feeling of

dignity and self-worth that goes with doing an essential

job.

1

Table 10 reported the, number of security officers'

who believed that a training program for security offi-

cers can cut down the incidence of school infractions

Viand crime.

/26
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QUESTION (10)- .0. Do you think a training program
can cute down on -school infractions
and shoo], crime?

_

f

TABLE 10
a

Attitudes Toward -School _Infractions
and CriMe

Trenton. H.S . School
10' 10

Yes 10 10-

No

Table 10 indicated that the security- Officers'-
believed that a training program for 'security 'Officers

could cut down 'on the :incidence of school= infractions
and school crime. The -subjects at Treriton Central know-

that the training program has reduced "the incidence of

school infractions and crime, but the' Subjects 'in

School B do not have such .a training PrOirim-, yet still

believe in it. This. is because they are- aware-,of the

deficiencies and disadvantages in their poSitions.
Their expectations of the peiition and= its,dutiet- and

responsibilities are iri conflict with the ti,ctital, practiti

- of their jobs., The realities of being,a security offiCer
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are much different from their expectations. Unless

an officer is fully aware of his duties', functions,

and responsibilities transmittedto him through a

training-program, he is bound to feel at.a dis-

advantage. The position of security officer cannot be

fully maintained unless there is an adequate training

program and training period.

Table 11 reported the number of security offi-

cers who believed that security officers should

wear some kind of uniform.

QUESTION (11) ..."Should security officers wear some
kind of uniform :?

,TABLE il

Attitudes Toward a Unifor6

Trenton H.S. School B
10 .1$2r

Yes 4 5

No 6 5

Table 11 indicated that the matter of a security

officer wearing a uniform was not of major importance.

0
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The security officers at School B were evenly divided

on the question and the security officers at Trenton

Central were almost evenly divided. It appears that

wearing a uniforms is purely a personal preference and

has little relevance to the job.

Table 12 reported the number of security offi-

cers who believed that security officers should have

the power of arrest.

QUESTION (12) ... Should security officers have the
power' of arrest?

TABLE 12

Attitudes Toward Power of Arrest

Trenton H.S. School B
10 -10

Yes

No

"8

1 2

Table 12 indicated that security officers would

like the power of arrest, a power presently denied to

'them. Although no attempt was made to probe this ques-

tion further, conversations with security officers have

I



shown that they feel impotent without the power of

arrest. They believe that the power of arrest would

give more credence to their positions and would force

students and staff.to take-them more seriously.

Table 13 reported the number of security offi-

cers who believed that security officersihould carry

some kind of weapon.

QUESTION (13) Should security offiders carry some
kind of_ weapon such as a night stick

- or. ,gun?

TABLE 13

Attitudes Toward Carrying a Weapon

Trenton'll.S,
10

School
10

Yes

No
2

8

3

Table.13 indicated that security officers were not

interested in carrying a weapon: The reason for -this'

is the belief that weapons attract-the use -of dangerous

-weapons. If a student-sees that a security officer is

not armed, he will not need to feel that he must
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protect himself against the officer; also,. the psycho-
.

logical point that a secitrity. .officer is not a police-

man, but' a guard who ensures safety.

Security officers do- not have the powers of
4...

policemen nor the...duties of responsibilities of

poliCemen. Therefore the .far that a weapon would

instill within the schOol =and 'Staff population -would

alienate the -body-that were :meant td- protect =.:: A. rapport

between students- aniirstaff and-.the -secu;itylofficers is
: _

essential if the program work. 'A security' off

cer belleveS_ that carrying a weapon,, doeS' not -instill-

confidence- and trust:, but only fear- and cusp cion, two':

elestents that would' destroy the 'neces'sary rapport.
.

Table-14 reported the_ number of security -off leers

who believed- they saw a_ change- "forythe:c.better :in.. their

relationthips with 'studerits and _staff ---sincarthey

started in their position.
"

SUBSTION (14) . 110 you see I
0chtinge,_ for; the% better :in

your -reliationsh44- with:-StUdents
you -_itairted'in-this-_ s itiorit-
staff?-

3



TABLE 14

Attitudes Toward Improved. Relationships

Trenton M.S. .School B
10 10

With Students

Yes 10.

No 410

With Staff

Yes. 10 3

No

-Table '14 indicated that the security at

Trenton 'Central High School -hadtbe#efitect cfrei_k_the train-

ing program and -had. impteved- theii"-20114-ionsbiPiWith

students and staff while the. iitbjedts- where=-

there is no training,-prOgrae( Saw_

relationships with-- students,- -atict staff...

One of the objectives of the- security- officer

training, program was to iniproie ..rel.ationsiiiiS7between

students and securiti\
officers.. Thit done: train-

ing the officers and informing theta -of the -14ights of

students and the rightso4: ectirit y officers. In addi-

tion, the code of behaVior an training_ of

132
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operitioft for security officers informed them of the

methods to deal with students and staff. 'There was no

question in the minds of the trained security officers

regardintheir-duties and rights,'Whereas the security

officers in School B were not fully informed of tifeir

duties- and -rights and limitations-and their relation-

ships suffered with staff and students.

The questionnaires given to staff and students-

from both schools were the same with the exception of

two questions. The subjects at Trenton Central. High

School in Question #8 were ,asked what they believed was

'wrong with the former security force; the subjects at
.

School B in, Question #8 were asked what they believed

was wrong-with their security force. This information

was sought to determine whether or not there was a dif-

ference between the trained security force at Trenton

Central High School and the untrained one at School B.

6

The other change was made for Question:#14.. The

subjects at Trenton Central High School were asked what

they considered the biggest change they have seen 'in the

security force. The subjects at School B were asked

133
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what would be the biggest change they would like to see

with the security force. This information was sought

to determine whether or not, subjetts noticed a change

in the behavior of the security officers, what the

nature of that change was, and whether or not-training

made the4difference. All changes, of course,, would be

attributable to the training program or absence,of one.

The following tables presented the data obtained

/from the students in both schools. Ten subjects from

each school served as subjects.

Table 15 reported the' nuMber of subjects who

believed security officers should receive some kind of

special training.

QUESTION (1) ..: . Do you think that security officers
should receive some kind of special
training?

TABLE 15
tl

Attitudes Toward Special Training '

Of

Trenton H.S.
10,

School B
. 10

Yes

No

'9

1

8

, 2.

-

a
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Table 15 indicated. that studeiA''s believed security

officers should receive some/kifid of special training.

Studentvare aware of the special problems lacing their

school and know that only special training can-provide

security. officerS- with the knowledge they need to

enforce discipline, rules and' regulations, and combat

school crime.

Table 16 reported the points that subjects

believed should be included ina training program. '

QUESTION (2) What points of subjects do you
think should be included inthis
program?

TABLE 16

Points to be Included in a Training '

Program

T &enton H.S. School .B
10' 10

NoAlirting.with girls 2

Self-control, ' 2

Not _being friendly with""'
. 82stlidentS:

Breaking up- fights' 1

Disciplinary procedures 1

Being fiir : 1
,

.Respecting students%and
students.' rights'

0 0 : 1 3 5

" a
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'Table 16- indicated that students had definite

ideis concerning what should'be included in a security 1

gaining 'program; It is interesting to note that the

students themselves criticized the security officers

for flirting with students and being too'friendly with

stud nts. These students'sensedthat this kind o

beha for was not professional and.was not in keeping

with,the type of job that the security Officer was',

meant to do:
.

Three oft the subjects in School B mentioned

ciplinary procedures. It would appearthat the, '

security.officems in School B were.not fully informed

of their rights insofar as disciplinary procedures apci

the students resented it.

Table 17 reported the number of subjects Who

thought their school had enough security officers.

QUESTION (3) .,.. you 'think the school has enough
security officert?

F..

TABLE 17
T.

Attitudes Toward Number of 'Security Officers

Trenton H.S.

41111M111.....

School B
10

te
e
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"able 17 indicated that subjects had differing

views on the number of security officers in their

schOol. The subjects at Trenton Central High School

were divided on the question, but more subjects

in School B believed their school did not have enough

security officers. It, is possible that 'the subjects

believed'the officers Were doing an inadequate job and

-thus believed that their number should be increased.

'Table 18 reported, the number of subjects who

believed that security officers should have the power

of arrest.

QUESTION (4) Should security officers have the
polvIr of arrest?

TABLE 18

Attitudes Toward the Power of.Arrest

Trenton .S. School B
10 10

, Yer,
2/

3

No'Ade

7

/

Table 18 indicated that subjects did not believe

security officers should have Ole power of arrest. The

137 :
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- security officers reported that they believed they should

have the power of arrest The difference in attitudes

between fAudents and security officers lies in the con-

.

ception'of the role of security officer. The security

officer sees himsell . a position where'he must maintain

order and control and combat school crime. -Thus, if he

is denied the power of arrest he may feel impotent. The

student sees the security offices ; a type of custodian,'

an individual who does not have a job similar to a

policeman and therefore should not have the same poweis..

Table 19 reported the number of subjects who

believed security officers should carry a weapon.

QUESTION (5) ....*Should security officers carry a

weapon?

TABLE 19

Attitudes Toward Carrying a Weapon

r.

Trenton H.S. School B"

10_ 10

Yes

No
IMP

lo 10

/38
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Table 19 indicated that students unanimously

disapproved of security officers carrying a weapon.

124

It is interesting to note that security officers also

believed that they should. be denied the use of a

weapon. This is -in keeping with the role of a

security officer who is meant to ensure school safety

and enforce school regulations, not fight crime With

violence. The students' conception of the role of

security officer, as was mentioned earlier, is not one

that is similar to a policeman. Carrying a weapon

4 would mean that the school was policed rather than

securely. gUarded and protected.

Table 20 reported the number of subjects who

believed that security officers-should wear a uniform.

QUESTION (6) Should 'security officers wear, some
kind of uniform?

TABLE 20

Attitudes Toward a Uniform

iMON,1
Trenton H. S. School B

10

1.39

9

1 2
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Table 20 indicated that students believed security

officers should wear some type Of uniform. When secur

ity offic'ets were asked this question, they were evenly

divided on it. It appeared to be purely a personal

preference whether or not a security officer should

wear a uniform. To them it had little relevance to

their job. However, students showed that they wanted

security officers to wear a uniform. This would be in

keeping with the.professional'image.of a person who is

supposed to keep control, and order in the school,

according to the students. The students see=the secur-

ity officer as a trained official who has a special ')

type of job to perform within-the schdol and this job

should be given special status with the wearing of a

uniform.

Table 21 reported the attitudes of the subjects

concerning what a good,security raining program could

do for the school.
A

QUESTION (7) ... What do you think\ good training
program could do far the school?

AO

O
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TABLE-21

Attitudes Toward a Good Training Prop JR

Trenton H.S.
10

School B
'10

Keep it under control,
improve discipline

Make the school better,
safer -

Help officers learn duties

Hclp officers act like adults

6

3

2°

1

1

4

Table 21 indicated .that studenti were concerned

with keeping the school under control and improving

discipline.in Trenton Central High School. However,-in

School B, students were mainly concerned with a training

program teaching officers to learn duties. The differ" -; O'

ence in attitudes between the students in the two

schools lies in the fact that there is a training pro-
,

gram at Trenton Central and none at School B. The

students in School B believed that their security

officers,were not fully informed of their duties and

functioni. Thus, they believe that a goon training pro-
.

gram would inform them of such.
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Table 22 reported the attitudes of students at

Trenton Central High School toward the former security

force.

QUESTION (8.) ... For subjects at Trenton Central
Hijh School
What d') you believe was wrong with
the former security force?

--TABLE 22-

Attitudes Tow-aid the Former Security-Force
Students at Trenton Central

Trenton H.S.
10 °-

Too much talking, socializing
4with the students

Too much playing around 3

,Didn't take job seriously 2

They're always smoking 2

Officeis are too, young 1

Not fair, make too many
1

accusations

Table 22 indicated that students at Trenton Central

High School disapproved of the unprofessional behavior

of the former untrained security officers. Their chief

complaint was that security officers socialized too much
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with students and this was considered unprofessional.

The aim of a properly trained security force was to

create a professional force and one of the chief com-

plaints of the administration was that there was too

much socializing between officers and students. ,It is

interesting to see that students agreed with this.

Table 23 reported the attitudes of students at

School B toward their security force.

QUESTION (8) ... For- - subjects at School B.
What do you believe is wrong with
your security force?

TABLE- 23

Attitudes Toward Security Force
Students at School B

School B

Too much talking, socializing
with students

Too much playing around

Don't take job seriously
enoupL

Not fair; make too many
accusations

4

4

3

3

1/13



Table 23 indicated that subjects at School B dis-
,

approved of the unprofessional behavior of their

security officers. The-Complaints were similar to.

,those of the subjeCts at Trentoh Central High SChool

regarding their former security officers.- Talking and

'socializing with students-is unprofessional .behavior

for a security officer. and. does not instill confidence-
.-

and trust,

Table 24 reported the attitudes° of subjects regard-
- ,

ing the positive aspects of their security force.

QUESTION (9)".... What do.you believejsgood with the
security force?

TABLE 24

Attitudes Toward Positive Aspects of Security
Force

Trenton H.S..
10

School B.
10

They are trained well

They have a good under-
standing with students

They do their job

Just having them walkings
around, being present

They stop fights

4

3

2

2

.

'2

4



Table 24 indicated that students approved of the

idea of having a security force in their schools and

felt more secure with them around. Half of the sub-

jeccs at School B were happy just to see security

officers prepent in the school. This gave them a
.

feeling of security and comfort to know that theft.'

protection would be.safeguarded. The subjects at

Trenton Central High School believed that their

security officers were well trained wheteis not one

subject from School B mentioned this. So, the subjects

at School-B-believed the best thing about Aheir secur-

130

ity force was their existence, while the subjects at

Trenton Central High School believed the best thing

about their security force was that the officers were

well p.ained.

Table.25 reported the number of subjects who

believed the security officers were doing a. good job.

QUESTION (10) Do you think that security officers
are, generally doing a, good job?

TABLE 25

Attitudes Toward Security Officer Performance

Trenton .H.S. School B
10 :10

GS

Yes
No

4.

6
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Table 25 indicated that subjects in Trenton Cen-
.

tral Nigh Schoolbelieved their security. .officers were

performing well While'subjects at School _B_

officets-Were not. It can be assumed

that the trainers securitY- officersat-TkentanrCentral__

_High Schpol performed better than the in-trained,

security officers at'School B.

Table 26 reported the_number of subjects tbo

lbelieved -thif-i. good security program would cut down

on school infractions and crime ".

QUESTION (11) ... Do you thialk_0114:4t:000'secOtity.
_

prograti WOUld-:-,,a4,4own-wac ool. in-
-fractions: 'and- .crimd r

TABLE 26

Attitudes Toward School Intractions
//

and crime-

ImNlmm,waa,
Trenton H.S. -'School B

-,10 - . AO

--Yes

No

9 10

116
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Table 26 indicated that'subjects believed a train-

. ing program for security officers would cut down on the
---

incidence of school infractionsandschool crime. The
,

_subjectsat-Saiool B are displeased, with the job pir-
,

formance of their security officers, therefore they

believe that a-training program would eliminate some of

the deficiencies. The 'subjects at.Trenton Central High

School are aware of the training program and appr6ve-of--

it.

Table 27.reported the number of subiects who

believed that the-standards for becoming a security
, .%

officer should be raised.

QUESTION (12) ... Should the standards be raised for
becoming a security officer?,

, e

\ , ,
.

\-- TABLE 27.

Attitudes Toward. Raising Standards

Trenton-H.S. School B
10. IO.

Yes 9 10 .

No

11.1.7

0

.
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Table 27_indicated-that-subjecfs

dards should be raised for becoming a-security-officer.

The subjects at School B had 'shown a general dissatis-
. .;

faction with the job performance and behavior of their

security officers. A belief tin raising the standar's

is one solution they would suggest. The subjects at

Trenton Central High, School are aware of the seribus-

_miss of the need for security` officers and thus .believe
a

that standards, should be high.
e. J

8

Table 28 reported the, attitudes of subjects

a

,

regarding the true nature of the job of-security

officer. F.

a

QUESTION (13;). ... What do,you really believe the job
of a security officer is ?'

I

. Attitudes_ Toward Nature of Security Officer Position

Trenton R.S. School B
10 10

To keep control, order
in the school

To keep kids out of the
hall

Similar to a police job

To keep control'of himself

3

1

3

2

O

a

.1` /18
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Table 28- indicated th;it subjects in both schools
, 4 A

e:
. ,

had similar axitztudes toward security officers and their. ; ,
- .

.

...ef -'. functions. The subjects in both. schools. believed tNtt
''.,j,-.1 a-- - .. .. -,

eisecurity officers were meant to keep-the schools

\
,... safe and/ in order. Even` though. one school-has a

\'
. .

security training prOgram and the other school does

--N.
not, the: subjects realized that the security officers

were there for their -protection and the protection of

Achool'property.

Table 29 reported theitudes' of subjects at

Trentk Celitral High regarding changes they have

seen in-'the security force.-
,

QUESTION (14) For :s'ubj'ect's' Treritow Central
. high School.

What is -the, biggest change' you

4 have sien with tlyi'security:fOrce?

. .
TABLE 20

II I

Attitudes° Toward Changes the Security Force

They 4re ,more. serious

They .have more training

They have stopped socialfzing
or flirting with Students

They are older, -mdie mature

Trenton H.S.
10

A.
3

2
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Table 29 indicated that subjects at Trenton Central

High School had noticed changes in the security force.

the Chief complaints
by\tdministration and students

u

.about the former security, force were that the,,officers

were-s ocializing -too much\with students. and,'were not
,

taking their jobs,setiously enough. It appears that{ the

training program has eliminkted these-comp1aints.and the

students have noticed them.

Table 30 reported the attitudes, of subjects ate

School B regarding changes they would like to gee-in -

their security force.

QUESTION (14) ..._ For subjects at School B.

Whil7ii611&-Wiffe-bajjeSt change
, .you would like to see with the

.
securityloi-ce? *

,

TABLE 30
.,

Attitudes Towad Proposed Changes in the Security Force

Au.
..

tF

Should take their job'more

seriously

Need more training

No playing around with th'e

students , ..

1

or.
School B.

10

_5

4

3
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Table 30 indicated that Ithe subjects at School B
,-

had the same complaints about, their security force

that subjects at Trenton .Central High School had about

their former secul). force. And, those changes that

1

subjects at Trenton Central High School saw in the

trained security force were the same a, those the sub-',

at School B.,wished tr, see. The training program

had Trenton Central High School reuced or eliminated

the thief complaints of the security officers. At

School B; where there is no training program, the,com--

plaints still stand.

The following tables presented the data obtained
-,/

from the staff members in both schools. Twenty sub-

jects from each school served as subjects:-

Table 31 reported the number of subjects who

believed security officers should receive some kind of

special training.

QUESTION (1)'... Do yoW,think that security officers
should receive some kind of special
training'?
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TABLE 31

Attitudes Toward Special Training

11011k

Yes

Trenton H.S.
20

School B
20

19 18

No
. 1 2

Table 31 indicated that staff members 'in both

.schools believed security officers should receive

some kind of special trainifig. Staff members, like

students, are aware of the problems in the school and

,

know that special training would provide security offi-
.

cers with the knowledge they need to perform a satis-

factory job.

Table 32 reported the points that subjects

believed should be inc: tded in-a training program.

QUESTION/(2) ... What points nr subjects do you, think-

should be included in this pro-

gram?

I
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TABLE 32

Points to be Inchided in a
Training Program .

Trenton H.S.
20

School B
20

Disciplinary procedures 10 11

Respecting students,
students' rights 10 8

Human relations 5 4

4 3Being --fair

Not being friendly
with students 3

Psychology, sociology 3

Self-cOntrol

'Table 32 indicated that staff members. put a high

priority on security officers knowing disciplinary

procedures and respecting students. Both schools' sub-

jects considered these two Oints of the highest

importance. Staff memberg are \ nxious that security

officers know the rules and regulations and what they

are expected to do to enforce them. \Also, it is neces-

sary for them to know the limitations of'their powers.

A
'N

good training program would include these points.'

1'3
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Table 33 reported the number of subjects who

thought their school had enough security officers.

QUESTION (3) ... Do you think the school has enough

security officers?

TABLE 33

Attitudes Toward Number of Security Officers

Trenton'H.S. School B
20 .20

Yes
9 7

No
11- 13

Table 33 indicated that subjects in both

schools believed nere were not enough security officers.

A few more subjects from School B than Trenton Central

High School believed their school was understaffed with

security officers. These subjects might consider the

job performance of their security officers poorly and

thus believe an increased number would do a better

job.

Table 34 reported the number of subjects who be-

lieved that security officers should have the power of

arrest.
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QUESTION (4) ... Should security officers have the
power of arrest?

TABLE 34

Attitudes Toward the Power of Arrest

Trenton H.S. School B
20 20

Yes

No

No Answer

11

Table 34 indicated that staff members in both

schools believed that security officers should not

have the power of arrest. However, a sizeable minority

believed that they should. Perhaps these subjects

believed that the power of arrest would put .the security

officers at a psychological advantage and would give

them not only more power, but more prestige and status.

The fear of arrest might act as a deterrent against

school infractions and school crime.

Table 35"reported the number of subjects who

believed security officers should carry a weapon.
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QUESTION (5) ... Should security officers carry a

weapon? \

TABLE 35

Attitudes Toward Carrying a Weapon

No

Trenton H.S. School B

20 20

Table 35 indicated that staff members, like stu-

dents and security officers, believed that security

offices should not carry a weapon. Security officers/

were meant to secure the order and safety of the school

and not act like policemen who carry weapons- Students

and staff members desire'a peaceful, safe place in which

to learn and work, but they do not want to be in an

atmosphere that resembles a prison.

Table 36 reportedtthe number of subjects who

believed that security officers should wear a uniform.

QUESTION (4) ... Should security officers wear some

kind of uniform?

.1-
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TABLE 36

Attitudes Toward a Uniform

-417S-r-7----SoolB
20 20

Yes 9 10

No 10. 10

No AnsWer 1 1_

Table 36 indicated that staff members saw the issue

Of wearing a uniform as a minor one.; Security officers

also considered this point a small one. Students were

the only group of subjects that-believed security offi-

cers should wear a uniform. It is interesting to see

that students have a particulai image of the security

officer and wearing a uniform is part of that image.

Staff members are not so concerned with external trappings,

nor are the security officers. But, the students visual-

ize the special image of the security officer wearing a

uniform.

Table 37 reported the attitudes of the subjects

concerning what a good security training program could

do for the school. /57
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TABLE 37

Attitudes Toward a-Good Training Program

Trenton H.S. School B
20 20,

Make the ichool better,
safer

Help officers learn
duties

Keep school under control,
improve discipline

Improve teacher morale

Give offiCers more status

9

7

5.

3

1

°

11

8,

6

1

Table 37 indicated that staff members.in

schools were concerned with keeping the school a safer

place and security officers who were trained could do a

better job of keeping the school safe. Another important

point was that security officers would know' the limi-

tations of their duties, responsibilities and rights

and a training program would provide them with this

knowledge.

Table 38 reported the attitudes of staff members

at Trenton Central High School toward the former

security force. 158
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QUESTION (8)-,.. For subjects at Trenton Central

High School..
What do you believe was wrong with

the former security force?

TABLE 38

Attitudes Toward the Former Security Force
Staff at*Trenton Central

Trenton H.S.
20

Too much taAing, socializing
with students

poorly trained, didn't know

duties

Didn't take job
enough

Too much playing

Underqualified

They were always

Not enough powef
promptly

seriously

around

smoking

to do job

3.1

6

5

3

2

1

1

Table 38 indicated that staff members at Trenton

Central High School disapproved of the unprofessional

manner of the former security officers. The complaints

of the staff members were similar to those of the.stu-

dents who also resented the unprofessional behavior of

.159
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the former security officers. A good training program

would reduce or eliminate these complaints.

. _Table 39 reported the attitudes of staff members

at School B,toward their security force.

QUESTION (8)-... For subjects at School B.
at o.you. e leve is wrong with

your security force?

TABLE 39

Attitudes Toward Security Force
Staff Members at School B

. School B
20

Too much talking, socializing
with students

Don't take job reriously
enough

Poorly trained, ddn't know
duties

Too much playing around

Not fair; make too many
accusations

Officers are underqualified

8

8

6

4

4

1'

a

Table 39 indicated that the _staff members at School

B disapproved of the present unprofessional behavior

of their security officers.- Their complaints were

160

a
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similar to those subjects at Trenton Central High

School regarding their former security officers. The
0

unprofesional behavior of these security officers

undermines the confidence of students and staff mem-

bers and consequently the school security suffers.

Without the respect of the students and the staff mem-
o

bers, the security force cannot hope to function

adequately.:

Table 40 reported the attitudes of subjects' regard-

ing the positive aspects of their security force.

QUESTION (9) ... What do you believe is good, withthe .
security force?

TABLE 40

Attitudes Toward Positive Aspects of
Security Force

Trenton H.S. SchoOl-B
20 20

They do their job , 6 4

Just having them walking
around, being prbsent

3 2

They are cooperative 3 3

They act as a deterrent 3 5

They are trained well 3 -

They give security, protection 2 1

They have a good understanding
with the students

1 2

161
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Table 40 indicated that staff members, like stu-

dents, were happy just to see that security officers

were in their schools in the event of school crime and

violence. Security officers gave the staff members a

feeling of well-being and security, like the s'tudents;/

just knowing they are around makes them comfortable.

Not one subject at SchoorB mentioned that their secur-

ity officers were well trained':" The most important

aspect of the security-force to the staff members'at
/

School B as that the, officers' acted as-a deterrent

while the most important aspect at Trenton Central High

--School was that the security officers did their job.

Table 41 reported the number of subjects who

believed the security offiters were doing a good job.

QUESTION (10) ... Do yo think that security officers
.

are generally doing a good job?
s%.. -

TABLE 41

Attitudes Toward Security Officer Perfciimance

Trenton H.S. School B
20 20

Yes 16 8

No 4 12

162;
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.Table 41 indicated that subjects at 411renton

Central, High School were pleased with the job perform- /
. , \ .

ince.of their security officers while subjects' at

School B were displeaSed: It can be assumed that the
i ° k

training program .at Trenton Central High School posi-

'
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,

tively influenced,the job.performanceof the'sicurity,

1

officers while the lack of a training programtat

School B 'resUlted in'poor job performance.'

d.

Table 42 reported the number of subject who

believed that a good security program would Cut down on

school infractions and crime.

-1

QUESTION (11) ... Do you think that a good 'security
program-would cut_ down orb schonl
infractions and crime? _h

*yes

No

TABLE-42

Attitudes Toward SchoOk Infractions-
and Crime

si
r

Trenton H.S 'School B
20 . 20

20

C

so!

20

1,

(
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Table 42 indiCate4 that subjects at'both schools

unanimously 4proVed of a security training program.'

The subjects at School B were displeased.with the job

perfotmance 'of their security officers and saw a

training program as a solution to improve job-perform-

ance. The subjects af TrentOn,Central HighSchool

know that there is a difference between the performance

of the current security, officers and the former ones.

The decrease in,school infractions and crime can be

attributed to the training prograt-and the staff mem-
.

beA,at Trenton Central High/ School are aware of it,.

Table 43 reported the number of subjects who

. belieVed that the stplaards for becoming a security

officer should be raised.

QUESTION (12) ... ShOuld the standards be raised for
becoming,a security officer?

TABLE 43,

Attitudes Toward Raising Standards

Tienton
20

School B
20

Yes

No ,

18' 20

`I
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Table 43 indicated that subjects in both schools

believed ..,gat standards should be raised for becotinq a

security officer. The subjects at School B are gen-

;erally dissatisfied with the perfdrmance of their

security officers and thus would accept any solutibn

for increased performance.- The subjects at Trenton

Central High School know the seriousness ari Importance

of having -security officers in the School and thus

believe that standards-should be as high as they can

so that the students, staff, and school property will

be properly protected.

Table 44 reported the attitudes of subjects

. regarding the true nature of the job of security officers.

QUESTION (13)'... What do you really believe the job-of a
security officer.is?

TABLE 44

Attitudes Toward Nature of Security Officer.
Position

Trenton H.S. School B
20 20

To keep order, control of
the school

8 2

Enforce rules of the school 7

Aid the staff whenever possible S
/_

'Help keep kids out of the halls 3 6

Maintain discipline 3 Si
Keep constant surveillance 2

165
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Table 44 indicated' that subjects in each school

placed a different priority on the duties of the secur-

ity officers. Although the description'. were very close

statistically, it was interesting to note that subjects

at-School B saw the chief responsibility
/
6f a security

officer was to keep lithe students out' 'of ithe halls.

Maintaining discipline and enforcing school rules were

next in importance./ -The subjects at Trenton Central

High School believed that the chief responsibility of

the Security officer wasco maintain order and control

and e. force the rules of the school. The difference

can lie in semantics, but the ..lbjects in School B

seemed to be particularly concerned'with disorder in

their halls. Ailfling the staff whenever possible was

mentioned by five subjects at Trenton Central High

School and none at School B. he security officers at,

Trenton Central High_School were trained in their

duties in relation\to the sihool,staff while the
\

security officers at School B were not. This is why

the staff membersat Trenton Central High School

believed the security officers were meant to cooperate

with the staff.

l's'
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Table 45 reported the attitudes of subjects at

Trenton Central High School regarding changes they

have seen in thesecurity force.

QUESTION (14) ... For subjects at Trenton Central
Hi 1, School.

.4 is the biggest change you have
seen with the security force?

TABLE 45

Attitudes Toward Changes in the
Security Force

Trenton H.S.
20

Have stopped socializing, flirting
with students 6

They are more serious 5'

They have more training 4

They have increased standards 4

They are older, more mature 3

Table 45 indicated that subjects at Trenton Central

__High School have indeed noticed a change for-the better.

In their security officers. Theicomplaints the staff

members had about the former security force appear to

have been eliminated in the training program. The

167
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purpose of the training program was to create a profes-

sional, mature, trained security force that would

conduct itself in a manner that would command respect

and confidence from the school population. It appears

that the training program has achieved these aims,

according to the subjects.

Table 46 reported the attitudes of subjects at

School B regarding changes they would like to see in

their security force.

QUESTION (14) ... IFirhorstoolB.
at wou be t e iggest change you

would like to see with the security
force?

TABLE 46

Attitudes Toward' Proposed Changes in the
7ecurity Force

Wm,

--- School B
20

No playing around with students 9

Need more training 8

Should take job more seriously 6

'-ke more of an interest in job
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Table 46 indicated that the subjects at School B

would like to see changes in their security force that

have already taken place at Trenton Central High

School as a result of the training program. It

would appear that a training program is the solution

to remedying these ills. The responses of subjects'

o

have shown that what they considered poor job per-

formance avid behavior can be changed through a train-

ing program. The complaints about 'the former security .

force at Trenton Central High School were similar to

those aspects that have been criticized by subjects in

School B. But, the changes that have taken place at

Trenton Central High School have been the result of

the training program. At School B the subjects

stated they would like certain changes in the security

force to take place; 4.hese are similar t., the charges

that have taken plack as a result of the training pro-
.

gram.



SUMMARY .OF TEINDINGS

"The :maj:or :findings _of -.this :study were:

1. Security :Officers, :students, and :staff

irtembe:rs An :both :ach-Ocils believed -.that .security off i-

.ce.rs :should .have a -training :program.

.2. Bubj:ects :in :different -group s,:gave:yarying

.degrees of importance -.to :points -.that ;should .be

included :in a training -program: .Security .officers

An :both scho.ols :believed :a :training -.-program would

:improve :relationships -with :students :.and .t-taff...and..- make

the s:cho.o.1 a safer iatUdents :at Trenton Central

Nigh :School irelleved :the :mast :impo'rtant -..po int-. would be

t..13:have the :security :officers :keep -.the =school ..under

=ontrcil ; :students at :Schaal :1 :thought :a :iraining

grragram .would :help :affivems :learn:their:duties. -Staff

(neuters :at :both 5s.chatils gave irtiority to:-.makipg 7 the

mcfroail za :safer .dace :arid -.the cif f jeers :learn

thi-r cduties -z.the7POints:.are

:similar, :hut _security :Officers-sseem:.more:concerned. with
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working relationships and students and staff members,

seemed more-concerned with job performance.

3. Regarding the number of security officers

each school: security officers in both schools

believed there were not enough officers; students at

Trenton Central High School were evenly divided on the

question, but students at School B believed there were

not enough; the staff members in both schools believed

that there were not enough security officers.

4. Regarding the general job performance of

security officers: security officers at both schools

believed that they were doing a,good job; Students and

---
staff members at Trenton Central High School believed

that security officers were generally performing well,

but students and staff at School B did not believe

that security officers were doing well.

5. Almost all the subjects in the sample

believed that a training program for security officers

would cut down on school infractions and school

crime.
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6. Regarding wearing a uniform for security

officers: security officers and staff-members in both

schools were about evenly divided on the question; it

seamed to be purely a matter of personal preference.

Students in both schools wanted to see security, offi-

cers wear a uniform. The image of a security off:;.cer

is that of a professional person and wearing a uniform

confers status on the profession and the person. Stu-

dents appeared to attath significance 1.1 the wearing

of a uniform. Respect and confidence wo,ld be '

instilled-at-the sight of a4 individual wearing a uni-

form.

7. Regarding the power,of arrest for security

office;s: security officers believed that they should

have 'the power of arrest; students and staff members.

believed.that they should not have the power of arrest.

The difference in attitudes might lie in the conception

of the role of security officer.- Students and staff

members see the security' officer as an individual who

will keep the school safe and enforce school rules. In

order to do this security officers do not need the
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power of4arrest. Security officers believe that they

are similar to policemen and in order to carry out

their duties should have the power of arrest. They

see their role as duties differently from students

and staff memberi.

8. The majority of the subjects in the sample

believed that security officers should not carry a

weapon.

9.. Security officers who have undergone train-

ing believed that their relationships with students and

staff had improved;,in School B security officers saw

no change, because there is no security training pro -.

gram.

10. Since the advent of the training program,

students and staff members at Trenton Central High

School have seen a noticeable change in the behavior of

security officers. Security officers have stopped

socializing with the students, act more serious, and

are better informed of their duties. In contrast, School

B's security officers have exhibited no noticeable

changes because they lack a training program.

17,3
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11. A training program has shown the-security

officers the extent and limitations -f their rights,

duties, functions, and responsibilities and those of

stnilents and staff. The training program has

increased job performance and efficiency. The training

program has also reduced school crime and school infrac-

tions as well as civil suits against the school. And,

most importantly, it has achieved one of the chief aims

of the administration reiarding the improvellient of

relationships between officers and staff and officers

and students.

.
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EVALUATING RESULTS OF-A PRACTICUM

As was mentioned earlier, 'the purpose of this

practicum was to orient and train security officers

through a !specially created training prograrC This
_

training program was intended to reduce school crime
-

school infractions, civil suits, and improve relations

between officers and staff and officersand students.

It appears that the training program his achieved

these aims.

1. During the 1973-1974 school year, crime

statistics reported 58 narcotic cases,-46 trespassing

cases, 15 larceny.cases, 100 assault and battery

cases, 8 robberies, 12 breaking and entering cases, 15

bomb scares, 54 loitering cases, and 15 weapon cases.

Since the advent of the training program,

crime-statistics increased becaUse the security offi-

Cers have been effective in apprehending various types

of crimes.and school infractions.

Security officers, have been successful in

spotting narcotic users and pushers. The training

1'75
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program taught trainees: how \to be suspicious of nar-

c otic users and how to search and apprehend them.

Security officers on the outlook for narcotic posses-

sibn have been successful in dealing with narcotic

--4---ccases. Thus, there has been !an increase in reporting

narcotic cased.

82 -cases

Narcot ic cases increased from 58 to

There has also been an increase in trespas-

sing cases because security! officers have been

checking passes and dealing with students /who do not

belong to this student bo4. Previously, 24 tres-

passing cases.were reported; the 1974-1975 statistics

show that 52 trespassing cases were reported, more than

double.

Another increase was reported for breaking and

entering cases. The security officers on their posts

have been-able to spot offenders, apprehend them, and

report them-to-the securtity'offices. ,Duringthe 1973-

1974,period, 12 breaking and entering 6ases were

reported. During the,1974-4975 period, 18 breaking and

entering cases were repOrted. This demonstrates .that

176-
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I

security officers have been trained to be aware of this
- ;

type of Offense and are quick to apprehend them before

they have had a chance to escape deteCtion.

Another increase was reported for reporting

bomb scares. Five bomb scares were reported during

1974-1974;1 nine bomb scares were reported during 1974-

Homemade, bombs were fou4 by secuyity_officers

while pitr011ing their areas., Since they were trained

to spot unusual packages, they were able tospot these

bombs. The quick'action o the part of htse officers

might have saved lives ama pr rty which are the ,main

Purpose of a securit prce.

--'- During the 1073-1974 period, there we'e nine'

weapon cases reported. Dufil)g the 1974-1975 period,

12-weaPon cases wer-e reported Again, this increase
A

.is due to the efficiency of the security officers. Train-

inging has taught them to spot the student carrying a

weapon. They have become Sharp, enough to spot the stu.:

dent who is Diding them. Traihing has also taught

them how to deal with the resisting 'student who refuses

to be searched for a weapon. The efficient, quick
.

1,77
. .
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apprehension of these, offenders has led to an increase

in reporting weapon cases.

These increases show that the security officers

have _been_ well-trained,and,are performing efficiently.

The increase in repotting crimes,and infraCtions

demonstrates that the security officer have learned

how to be aware of offenders before they hair,e hid i 'Chince

to use whatever they.ire concealing, drugs, weapons,

etc. Moreover, it shows that security officers know how

to deal with the apprehension of these-offenders. The

increasein statistics shows that there was an increase

in efficiency of security officers and t1fis was the goal

of the security training program.
il

However, there were decreases in, larceny

cases, assault and battery cases and robberies, and

loitering cases. This shows that the presence of ,ecur-

lty officers has had the effect that was intended. The

security officers a4symbolsof authority and offenders

know that these officers are given the power to appre.;

hend them as well as possessing the ability and

knowledge to recognize them. The presence of the

r.749

4



security officers has acted as a deterrente, to crime.

They have given the image of the authority and power

of police officers without the image of guards to
1

_ L

arrest them or keep them 1:.:4-ically under control.
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, Thus, the researcher concluded that school

crime and infractions were dealt with more effectively

because of the presence of the security officers. And,

this presence was made effective because of

the training receive.d In L program.

The security force currently has the appear-

ance of a professional one. It has achieved the

desired goals and,accomplished the aims of the program.

It is a successful program because the officers were

trained to succeed.

In contrast, School B has suffe,7f:4 a41-arked

increase in certain school crimes and infractions

because they have not implemented a security training

1. The fol1L-414-statistics were provided by the'

administration office of School .B. During the ;973'1974

170
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school year, crime statistics reported 47 narcotic

cases, 24 trespassing cases, 10 larceny cases, 114

assault and battery cases, 12 robberies, 8 breaking

and entering cases, 10 bomb'scares, 36 loitering cases,

and' 13 weapon cases.

During the 1974-1975 school year, School B

had increases in crimes and' infractions for which

Trenton Central High School had decreases. Trenton

-High School reported increases for narcotic cases,

trespassing cases, breaking and entering, bomb scares,

and weapon cases. The increase in statistics was due

to the increase in reporting these crimes. The increase

in reporting these crimes was due to the increased

efficiency of the.Trenton security officers because they

had the benefit of a training prograt-that provided them

with the necessary skills for spotting the offenders.

Conversely, School B had for the school year

of 1974-1975 only4a slight difference in statistics for

the above mentioned crimes and infractions. For School

B, narcotic cases went frdm 47 to 45, trespassing cases

from 24 to 20, breaking and entering cases from 8 to 9,

ISO
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bomb scares went from 13 to 10. These slight decreases

in the reporting of crimes and infractions was not due

to the efficiency of the school security force at

School B. If the officers were more efficient there

would have been an increase, rather than a decrease.

The slight decrease, it could be assumed, was not due

to the presence and abilities of the security officers,

but rather due to other factors.

The officers at School B have had no ;training

in security services. They have been given no training

in spotting narcotic users and pushers, how to search

apprehend them. They have not been given-training-

dealing with checking pas3es and keeping alert for the

persons who do not belong on school grounds. The offi-

cers lave not been trained to be aware of breaking and

entering offenders. Moreover, they have not been taught

how to recognize the weapon carrier or the unusual pack-

age containing a bomb. Thus, these crimes and infraCtions

have held almost a steady line because there has been no

increase in efficiency on the part of the officers. And,

this lack of efficiency is due to their lack of training

9
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in a security program that could provide theM with the

necessary skills to prevent crime. There is little

,difference between the statistics of the two years

because there has been little difference in efficiency.

However, there have been increases in crimes.

at School B that decreased at Trenton High School.

These increases have been due to the lack of authority

and deterrence value presented by the security offi-

cers. Such crimes as larceny cases, assault and bet-

tery, robberies,andl-critering cases have increased

because the presence of security officers has not

inhibited offenders. Offenders know that the security

officers lack little authority and are,little more

than cardboard figures who do not frighten them.

At Trenton High School, the security offi-

cers are symbols of authority and offenders are aware
2

that these officers know their jobs and exercise their

rights on the job. The potential offender knows that

these officers have the power to apprehend them as well

as the knowledge to recognize that a crime is about to

be committed. These .factors can frighten a potential.
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offender and that is exactly what is intended. The

image that the security officer at Trenton High School

presents to the student body and public is one that.

deters crime. This was one of the main purposes of

having a security program.

Such is not the case at School B. The pres-

ence of the security officers does not appear to have

-frightened any potential offenders. There has been a

marked increase in: larceny cases, from 10 to 16;

assault and battery cases, from 114 to 1224 robberfes,

from 12 to 17; and loitering cases, from 36 to 40.

These increases show that the security pffi-

cers are not acting as a deterrence and this.is

because their lack of training has been reflected in

their demeanor. The same problems with the old secur-

ity officers at. Trenton.High School, before the advent

of the security training program, have continued to

present themselves at School B. The 'Security officers

do not present a professional image at School B. They

lack training in recognizing the potential offender,

scaing off the potential-offender and apprehending the

Immiismas.w.lib.1111111V
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offender properly once he is confronted. Thus, the

security officers at School B are nothing more than

a facade. They are ineffectual, inept, and powerless

to deal with the security problems posed by t.:\e school.

This situation is not of their own making, but is the

result of the lack of a'proper training program.

A security officer must know his job before he

oe
can be effective. This type of job cannot be performed

blindly. An officer must know his ddties, rights, and

responsibilities before he can control or prevent.

crime. In addition, he mus+ be trained in these duties

and responsibilities before he can adequately:,perform

such a job.

The lack of a security training program at

School B has resulted in a security force-that.is unable

to deal with the increase of crime and infractions. The

difference in efficiency between the two yeais is nil

because the difference in the behavior and attitudes

of the officers has not changed.,

2. Ddring the Schol year 1973-1974, there were

117 civil -suits brought against School B. Since School
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B has no training program, civil suits have increased

rather than decreased as in Trenton High School.

School B has had an increase of civil suits to 132

suits. Again, this increase is due to a lack of

training of officers and their knowledge of dealing

with recalcitrant students.

3. The relationships between security officers

and students and staff live improved at Trenton High

School but deteriorated at School B. After two years

of inefficiency, the officers at School B have

suffered a loss of -..'espect from the students and staff.

Since their ineffectilieness has been noted by the school

community, theirAmage as a protective*forCe has been

tarnished. It is no wonder that these'officers perform

poorly. Not only have they been given no training,.but

they are also the subject of derisipn because the

school community knows their poor record.

In summary, the training program has increased

the efficiency of officers, while the lack of a training

program at School B has increased their inefficiency.

4 , 3
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SUGGESTING FURTHER APPLICATIONS

The results of'he pilot study were gratifying and

have convinced the researcher that there are remedies

to urban school crime and violence. The researcher

would communicate his feelings in the following

manner:

1. Release an article for the local press about

the achievements and success of the training program

If possible; enlist the support of local radio and

television stations to inform the public about the

program And what it has accomplished at Trenton-Central

High School. This would show the ptiblic that the

schools are anxious'to reduce school crime and violence

and that they are doing something about it.

2. Tiy to have the nitional'educctional magazines

include'an item or article about the successful prd:

gram. This would inform the larger educational community

about a school that has achieved success in'combating

school crime. School crime is a national phenomenon

and school administrations are interested in seeing

O
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what other schools have attempted to combat school

crime.

3. Contact local colleges and universities to

info= them of the security training program *that

-------- --was-rimplemtnted in one urban high school. Educators

mid future educators should be aware of the problems

facing the nation's urban high schools and should be

shown what is being done about it.

172
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FOLLOWING UP

The writer would do the following co further
,

ascertain practilum results:

1. Have larger samples in.the pilot study.

2.. Use.more than one school for comparison. Per-

haps the use of a 'few schools with ,security training

progials could be compared to a few schools with .

training programs. This would, give a larger sample .

for comparison and would either-Confirm ordeny the-

results of 'this practicum.
V

3. Other urban areas should be used for compari-

son. These areas would have different ethnic and racial

compositions and could serve as a basis for comparison

retarding types of crime and incidence of crime.

4. Use more security officers for the study at

Trenton Central,High School. A sample of ten was

small, but was unavoidable due to budgetary considera-

tions.
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S. The results of the practicum .%/ere gratifying

and confirmed-the theories of the researcher. However,

if,the practicum was undertaken again, the resgnrcher

would hope to use larger samples of students, staff and

security officers in both schools. The use of larger _

samples would make statistically sound results.

Also, the study would be expanded to include two

other schools, one with a training program and one

without a training program. This would give a>broader"'

base for comparison of results.

0

O
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Job Description '

Security Officer -.Trentoh Central High 'School

'Qualifications:

1. ; Atsleast 21 years of age.
2. - High School diploma or equi.ralency.

3.- High moral character.
4, Good physiea,. health.

5. "Ability io work with and relate to high school students.

Responsible to: The Head of Security at Trenton High-School

'General Responsibilitie§:

179

To assure the protection and safety of students, faculty, and-staff,
And any person having legal access to the school, and to protect all
property. ,

Specific, Responsibilities:

1. Be on alert for fire'and safety hazards.
2. Investigate thefts from students, staff, andit,the school

itself.

3. Check for proper student identification and visitors passes.

4. Prevent and discourage loitering.
Report the use of drugs, alcohol, and pornography,.

6. Provide for good conduct in corridors, hallways, the cafeteria,
and the smoking area.

7. Check disturbances in the corridors and other places.

8. Enforce the smoking regulations.
9. Supervise the orderly flow of students between classes.

10. Break up fights and gambling games.

11. Be observant for any activity which indicates gross disorder
such as mob action.

12. Guard against the defacing and destruction of property.
13.. Escort suspended students off sclItol4roperty.
14. Report any possession of-weapons to proper authorities within

the school.
Be on:the_alert for manifestation of sexual misbehavior in
school or on the school propeTty.

The security officer should always be prepared to take immediate pro-
tective action when a potential problem threatens the security of the
school community by taking the appropriate action, resolving the
matter and/or keeping the problem at a minimum until assistance

5.

15.

arrives. Al of s )

41.
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TRENTON PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Trenton, New Jersey

APPLICATION FOR SECURITY OFFICER -- TRENTON CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL

NOTE: Answer every question in your own handwriting in ink.

1. Date of application

2. Your name

3. Address

4. Telephone

5. Are you a U.S. Citizen?

6. I am years of age and was born at

on the day,of
date of birth

, 19

month year

'tz7.. Are you Single ; Married ; Separated ; Divorced . ?

8. If presently married, give following information:

a. wife's maiden name

b. number of children

9. Are ydu a veteran? Give details as to service and type

of discharge.

10. In chronological order, state each.and every place in which
you have resided in the past ten years:

From To Number and Street City- State

,t-

Ae
11. What grade in school did you complete?

)
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12. Give the following information on attendance at High School..

From To Name of School, City State

13. Have you attended preparatory school or college? If yes, give

details.

14. Have you any defects of hearing, sight, speech or limb? If so, give

details.

15. Have you ever had'o been examined fin- any major illness, injury, or

physical defects within the past ten years?

16. , Were you ever arrested or taken into custody? . If yes; give

additional information-as to date, location, charge,_ police, agency

concerned and court disposition or sentence,

ft.

17. Were-you ever discharged or asked to resign from employment?

If yes, give additional information specifying all details.

18. List chronologically all employment within the past ten years and reason

for leaving.
Time of Employment Employers names

`Title of Position From To and address Reason for Leaving

4.

19. List three personal references.

Name Address

Name Address
Irt777--

Name Address
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a.

o ^

(3)

'20. Social Security Number

e.

21. Name of person to be notified in event of an emergency

°

22. State any experience or training which would tend to fit you for the

position for which you are applying.

It is to be nqed by applicant that any falsification of:information

requested above will result in dismissal.

Signature



"SITUATION-SECURITY"

(part of the application for the positiop of Security
Officer)

off

Follow the directions with each of the questions.

1. The bell has rung two minutes ago. You have watched the same
student walking the halls andyou knowlie should be in the
chemistry class upstairs. You know that.he is cutting class.
The first. thing I would,do is:
.a. call another security officer
b. let him walk around
c. ask him why he is not in class and direct hit to it
d. take him to the principal

184

2. A large crowd has gathered. As you get closer you observe two
boys fighting, The wrong thing to do would be: -'

a. use your walkie-talkie and ask for assistance
b. allow the students to fight and get the problem settled
c. attempt to separate the combatants
d. break up the crowd

3. While walking near a stairwell, you smell the odor of marihuana and
then observe a male student smoking. The right thing to do is:

a., direct him to smoke outside .

b. counsel him about marihuana and its effects do health
c. take him tb the proper office and report the incident
d. open the doors and windows to get the smell out

4. ,While on your post, you observe a student, without provocation,
go up to another student and hit him in the face. The 'correct

thing to do is:
a. call a security officer
b. let the two students fight and then go their separate ways
c. call the nurse
d. apprehend the students and bring them.to the proper office

4_ ,e

5, Students are only permitted to smoke during their lunch hour
outside the building near the athletic fields. however, while
making/an inspection of your post, you come upon two girls
smokilig as they leave the girls' lavatory. The only thing to

do isr:

a. fet thekgirls finish their cigarettes and then bring them to

the proper office
b. direct the girls to put out the cigarettes and go to class

c. 'counsel the girls about smoking and then give them a break

and forget about it
d. none of the above

wr
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6. You receive a call on your walkie-talkie to go to a room near by
where a student has suffered an epillptic seizure. The first

thing to do is:
a. clear the classroot of other students
b. call the nurse and apply first aid
c: pick the student up and carry him to:the nurse

d. wait a-few minutes and see if the student will be O.K.

7. the bell rang about 5 minutes ago and threestuatts are just
standing around talking. The wrong thing to do is:
a. ignore them and-patS them by--they may soon stop talking and

go tb class anyway
b. direct them to move on and go to their classes
c. escort them to their classes
,41. all of the above

-8 You observe a girl writing her name on the wall with a magic
marker. The right thing-to do is:
a. take the magic marker, out of her hand

b. tell her,to remove the writing from the wall
c. order her to stop and tell her to go to class
d. take her to the proper office. ad report her -

9. You receive a report from a reliable source that afstudent has a
'gun in his locker. The proper thing to do is:

a. immediately search the locker

b. call in the police
c. report it to the proper office immediately
d. disregard the'report--the source maybe telling you a lie

10. While walking by the stockroom you notice the door is ajar.
You enter the (stockroom and observe three male students stuffing
athletic` clothing and equipment into their coats and pockets.

The first thing to do is: ,

a, leave the room and wait for anothei security officer to piss
by and give assistance

Iv. -use your walkie-talkie and ask for assistance
surprise the boys and make them empty their coats and pockets'
and then accompany you to the proper office

cr. none of the above

KEY

'1 c 6 b

2 b 7 a

3 c 8 d

4 d 9 c

5 d,- 10 b

(")
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APPLICATION FOR SECURITY OPFICER

Part Two

Sex

Age

Complete
one.

Date

these sentences to express your real feelings. Try to do every.

Be sure to make a complete sentence.

1. The job of a security officeris

2. Trenton High School is

3. Guns are

4. What this school needs

5. I want

6. When a student fights

7. Security officers-need

8. Using physical force

9. My boss

10. High school students

11. Smoking marihuana

12. Profane language la

13. Alcohol is

14. Most students will

15. Being on time

16. When an emergency arises

17. I don't like

s 18. Teachers are c,

' I
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19. The purpote ofssectfrity is

(2)

187.

20. Searching a person

21. I wish

22. I want

A

23. Colleie is

24. Most women

25: An administrator is

a

26. Disrespectful children

27. Being. on post°

28. A problem is

29. The board ofeducation

30. I have

r-
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SECURITY OFFICER'S 'IDENTIFICATION CARD

.

.

TRENTON BOARD OF EDUCATION.
e.,7, TRENTON, N.J.

This is to certify that - islla
with the Board of tducation, Trenton, N.J. Vkl*d"for the school year
indicated, and only when countersigned b7 the.SkIpervisor of Security.

188

Supervisor of Security

Signature of Holder

School Year

.4

ti

[Photo of

Officerf

Ok

Date of.Birth
\. Height Weight

Eye Color H.
Blood Type
SoCial Securi

Signature o =older

4

This credential remains the property of the Tvhton Board of Education,
Trenton, N..1%,'and is to be surrendered upon termination.

En, F
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Fimale
.,

olficer attractively dreSsed and wearing a smile.
Notd - Walkie-talkie in h d prepared to do the-job.

(Po ed.Picture),A
't

k
1111
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Male officer--well groomedpatrols his post.
(Posed, picture)
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Regulations for School Security Officers

Security officers will work eight (8) hours each day. You are to be

at your assigned post dt 8:D0 a.m. Lunch lreaks should be taken at a time

approved by the Head of Security. The time from 3:30 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.

should be used to recheck building areas for smoke, open doors and win-

dows; for reentering students, and a general overlook of'your assigned

post.

If you are ill or unable to report to school, you must notify the

security office. It is also necessary for you to call in each day that

you are absent from work. Being late to work, except for emergency

reasons, will not be tolerated.

When, two security offiCers are working and assigned to the same gen-

eral post, they will not eat lunch at the same time. When leaving the

school for any reason, you must first notify the Head of Security, or in

his absence his designated assistant when yoti leave and return.

Security officers will tooperate with each other and the entire

school community. Be-courteous, helpfuland considerate.

Security officers will notify the Head of Security within .24'hours

of,any change in address or telephone.

Talking on duty must be kept to a minimum. The security officer must

give his individual attention to his job and should not enter into long

or unnecessary conversations whiCh may_distract his attention from his,

duties.

School facilities cannot be used for personal use or pleasure. This( .

regulation pertains to use of the gym and any vocational shops.

Visit the cafeteria only during your specified lunch time. Because of

the nature of your job, every officer will eat lunch in the cafeteria and

not off school grounds.

.

Check the lavatories constantly;-especially during the change of

classes) to prevent unauthorized smoking; loitering, and vandalism.

Reprimands, Dismissals and Suspensions

The following rules and regulations have been established for security

officers at Trenton Central High School, Trenton, New Jersey. The Rules

and Regulations have not been put into effect so as to penalize an employPe

who conducts himself in a proper manner, but rather they /lave been put into

effect so as to protect you, your reputation and the general welfare'. Only

those employees who may choose to do otherwise need be penalized. (Time off

is without pay.

1. To sign in for another employee on daily record or unauthorized changing

of the record wilr result in discharge.

e,
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2. To falsify time of arrival or departure on daily record wirrfirst

.result in a warning, the second offense a day off without pay and

the third offense--discharge.

3. Chronic lateness or absence (chronic shall mean 4 times in.a 30

day period) first offense: warning; second: 3 days off'without

pay; third: discharge.

4. Leaving your post assignment: first: Warning; second: week off

without pay and third: discharge.

5. Leaving -the school premises without permission: first offense:

discharge.

6. Smoking in an unauthorized place: first: warning; second: 1 week

off without pay; third:, discharge.

7. Neglect or carelessness in the performance of one's duty causing

injury to a person; first: warning; second: discharge.

8, Bringing in or drinking alcohol on, school property; .first:

discharge.

9. Coming to work under influence of alcohol drugs; first: 3 days

off.without.pay; second; discharge.

10. Failure to report work injuries on time: first: 1 day off withOut

pay; second: discharge.

11. Sleeping on the job: first: discharge.

12. refusal to comply with orders, discourtesy, or the use of profane

or obscene language; first: 1 day pff Without pay; second:

1 week off;:third: discharge.

.13. Giving false information for:employment records, pay records, or

any other records. Falsification of .security reports; first:

discharge.

14. Theft of any school property; first: discharge.

15. Deliberate destruction or damage of school property first:

discharge. .

16. Immoral conduct or indecency on school property: .first: discharge.

17. Gambling on school property:_ first: discharge.

18. Conviction of a felony: first: distharge.

,19. Failure to report a contagious disease; first: discharge.

20. ,Provoking or instigating a fight; first: discharge.

s'R/
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21. Reading.literature on the job, listening to the- radio;-first-:-

warning; second: 2 days off without pay; third: discharge.

The Head of Security, in conjunction with the Board of Education, will

from time to time add new or additional rules and regulations.
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Security officer checks the pass of a studbnt. Check-
ing passes helps to decreaSe clast cdtting and also
helps students find their destination in a large
school.

(Posed-picture)1
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Here an officer. is checking a school bus. .There is no
smoking permitted and everyone must be properly seated.

(Posed picture)
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4

Cafeteria supervision is A,must. Our officer is moving around
talking to the students and keeping'an eye on things. This

often helps to discourage and prevent problems.
(Posed picture)
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The Security office is usually a busy place. Student aides
assist with general clerical..work. On the right note the
cubicles which provide privacyfor student assistance;

(Posed picture)
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TWo'officers quickly restrain and separate two combatants.- ,
(Posed picture) .
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List of Terms for Security Officers

Adult: A person who is at least 18 years of age.

Arson: A crime of deliberately setting fire.
A

AsgaUlt: A threavior attempt to harm someone physically.

Assault and The carrying out of threatened physical harm.

Battery:

Base station: The main communications center.

Board of Education: Operates the school system_and sets policy.

Board Hearing:

Bureau of Juvenile
Authority (BJA):

Comiunity Relations.

Unit:

Coordinator of
Security:

"Cutting" (class):

Detention:

Disciplinarian:

Expulsion:

Herb ("erb")

Juvenile:

"On Roll."

Paraphenalia:

An investigation held by the Board of Education
regarding a serious infraction of the discipline

code.

The division of the police department handling
crimes of persons under the age of 18.

A small group of police officers whose major
activities include public relations with the

community.

The persoft responsible for security in all the

district's schools.

The deliberate missing of a class without good reason

or permission.

Keeping a student after school for disciplinary

reasons.

A school administrator whose job it is to administer

the discipline code.

The dismissal from a school and all other schools

within the same district for disciplinary reasons.

Slang expression for marihuana.

Any person under the age of 18.

A term which means that the student is enrolled or

legally present in the school.

'Equipment for smoking marihuana, the use of heroin,

or other drugs. Equipment for gambling.

4..
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Pass: A signed statement from an:authorized person per-

,
mitting passage to a specific place.

P.E. The abbreviation for physical education.

Reefer: A marihuana cigarette.

Superintendent: The perSon responsible for the general administra-

tion and supervision of all the schools in the

district.

Suspension: A temporary dismissal from school due to-disciplin-

ary reasons.

Tardy: Late either to school or to class.

"The Man": Slang expression meaning a police officer.

Trespasser:. A person who enters school property unlawfully,

is not enrolled in the school as a student.
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The officer's relationship to students is important. A

friendly "hcw are you, today?" promotes good will.
(Posed picture)

elif,r""



The officer, who can get along with
the students, is able to perform his
duties well.

(Posed picture)
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A s-earch is conducted upon the person of a student by a

trained .officer. The student is informed of rights

and a school administrator (right) must be present.
(Posed picture)
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Two officers check a students locker in his
presence and in the presence of a school

administrator.
(Posed picture)
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NARCOTICS' CODE

.

Narcotic drugs or controlled dangerous `substances includes all those

substances listed in the DangerousjWibstances Control Law, N.J.S.A.

This includes:but hot by way of limitation:

. ,

1. Marihuana

2. Hashish
t

3. Mescaline

. . i
4. Peyote

5. Heroin

6. Morphine

7.

,

Lysergic Apid Diethylamide (LSD)

8. Cocaine and its derivatives

9.. Methadone

10. Amphetamine.

11. Opium and its derivatives

et,

C9

,r

t

.
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WEAPONS CODE

1. FIREARMS--Firearm or firearms include any pistol, revolver, rifle,
shotgun, macgun, automatic and semiautrmatic rifle, or other firearm
as the term is commonly used, or any gun, device or instrument in the
nature of a weapon from which may be fired or ejected any solid projectile,
ball, slug, pellet, missile or bullet, or any gas, vapor or other noxious
thing, by means of a cartridge or shell, or by the action of an explosive or
the igniting of flammable or explosive subStances.

It shall also include, without limitation, any firearm which is in
the nature of any air gun, spring gun or pistol, carbon dioxide or compressed
air gun or pistol, or other Weapon of a similar nature in which the propelling
force is a spring, elastic band, carbon dioxide, compressed air and ejecting
a bullet or missile smaller than 3/8 of an inchin diameer, with sufficient,
force to injure the person.

2. BOW--including-shell, bomb or similar
with one CaTIEre sxplosives or any bomb or device
bomb, "Molotov cdcktail" or any container charged
combustible or incendiary substance.

'

.

device charged, or filled
:commonly known as a fire-
or.filled with an'explosive;

3. FIREWORKS -- including firecrackers, torpedoes, skyrockets, Roman'
candles, bombs, sparklers, or other fireworks'of like construction, or any
fireworks, containing any explosive or inflammable compound or any tablets
or other device; -ommonlY used and solcas fireworks containing nitrates,
Chlorates, oxalates, suiphatesa&lead, barium, antimony, arsenic, mercury,
nitroglycerin, phosphorbus,,,q4Ank compound containing any of the/same
or other substance, or combination of substances, or article prepared for
the purpose of producing 4 visible or an audible eftect by combustion,
explosion, deflagration, or detonation.
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Drugs (Abusively Used) that School Security Officers

Should Know About

Perhaps not all of the drugs listed and described here will be found
in an urban high school, but some of them will be and it is important that
a security officer in a high school know about them.

Amphetamine

Cocaine

Codein

Heroin

L.S.D.

Marihuana

Methadone

(Stimulant) "Bennies," Pep Pills. Used medically for

obesity, fatigue or depression. Does not cause physical

addiction but rather emotional dependence. Drug causes

nausea, irritability and confusion. It creates a feeling

of energy and excitation. Drug lasts about four hours.

(Narcotic) "Snow," "Coke," "Happy Dus ;," it is actually

a stimulant. When mixed with morphine or heroin, it is

called "Speedballs." It may be injected or sniffed. It

causes weight loss or insomnia. Lasts about 15-30

minutes.

(Narcotic) It is 1/6 as strong
medically to suppress coughing.
,effective euphoria. It carries

due to the youth that abuse it.

as morphine. It is used
It does not produce

the nickname of "schoolboy"
Drug lasts about 4 hours.

(Narcotic) "Horse" -- "Junk" -- "Smack" -- "Sugar" --

"Dope." Derived from morphine. its pure form may bring

'a price, of $13,000 per "kilo." Drug is Oysically and

pSychologically addicting. Withdrawal is painful", lasting

from 4 to 7 days or longer. Overdose may cause death.

(Hallucinogen) (Lyiergic acid diethylamide tartrate)

"Acid" One of the most powerf drugs known. The usual

dosage (often in sugar cubes) 1/5 to 1/30 millionth of

an oz. It may distort perception, time,' and truth;
intensify sensations, and create illusions,. Mental flash-

backs may occur long after its us.

(Hallucinogen) "Reefers" -- "Muggles" --'"Grass" -- "Hay"

-- "Jive" -- "Pot" -- "Charge." This drug comes from the

ofemale Indian hemp plant. It alters perception, impairs

judgment and releases inhib'tions. Itcauses emotional not

physical dependence. It may be smoked or eaten, effects

last 1-6 hours.

(Narcotic) "Dolly" Used to block craving for opiate drugs.

Using this d_ug as a possible cure for narcotic addicts

is controversial, due to possible addiction to methadone.



Morphine

Opium

Phenobarbital

S.T.P.
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(Narcotic) "Miss Emma," "Junk," "Stuff," "Dope." It

is a white substance derived from opium. Acts as a

painkiller. Overdose may cause death. Constant use may

cause death. Constantuse may cause constipation and

urinary retention. Lasts about 4 hours. Named,after

Greek God Morpheus.

(Narcotic) Produced from the dried coagulated milk of

the unripe opium poppy pod. Heroin and morphine are

its extracts. Opium is used to relieve pain and

diarrhea.

(Depressant) "Barbs" "Goofballs." Medically used as

a sedative, to induce sleep, aid nerves, and some

types of mental disorders. When mixed with alcohol,

death may occur.

(Hallucinogen) D.O.M. Serenity, Tranquility, Peace.

First used to aid mental illness. Trips last longer
than LSD. Jaken'orally causes trembling and disorienta--

tion.

Types of Drugs

Depressant lowers the rate of muscular or nervous activity

Narcotic any drug that induces profound sleep, lethargy and

relief of pain. It 's usually an opiate.

iaStimulant anything that stimu tes; in medicine and physiology,

any drug etc. that temporarily increases the activity

of some vital process or of some organ. ,-

Hallucinogen a drug or other substance that produces hallucinations

(sights, sounds, etc. tha.tjare not actually present).
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DRUG JARGON

There is a special language in the world of .ug abuse. This list
contains terms and expressions used by those why .ive outside"the law.
It is the jargon of the drug abuser and may be tip-off to his pre-
occupation with drugs.

There are many variations in this language especially as one moves
from one section of the nation to another. In addition, it is a
language which changes frequently, both in nuance and in terms. Quite
often, the language of drug abuse is used as a contemporary slang by non-
abusers particularly teenagers and young adults. For this reason, use of
many of these terms cannot be considered evidence of drug abuse.

What follows is a compilation from several sources (students, drug
abusers, and the police); it is not at all inclusive, Mit is is indicative
of what is being said in the schools and "on the street."

Io

Acid LSD .

Bag a container of drugs
Bagman a drug supplier'
Bang to inject drugs'
Big John the police
Blasted under the influence of drugs
Blow a stick smoke a marihauana cigarette
Boxed in jail

Bread money
Bull a federal narcotic agent, a poli,c6

officer
Busted arrested

candy barbiturates
cap a container of drugs
champ a drug abuser who won't reveal his

supplier
charged up under the influence of drugs
chippy an abuser taking a small amount of

drugs
clear up to withdraw from drugs
coasting under the influence of drugs
cold turkey sudden drug withdrawal
connect to purchase drugs
cop to purchase drugs

cop-out to alibi, confess

dealer a drug supplier
deck a small packet of drugs
Dime bag a ten dollar purchase of narcotics



domino to purchase drugs
dope any narcotic
dropped arrested
dust cocaine

erb marihuana

factory
fix
flea powder
floattng
fresh and sweet .

fuzz

s

equipment for injecting drugs
an injection of narcotics
poor quality narcotics
under the influence of drugs
out of jail
the police

geetis money
geezer a narcotic injection
gold dust cocaine
goods narcotics
goofballs barbiturates
grass marihuana
gun a hypodermic needle

h- heroin
hang-up a personal problem

hard stuff morphine, cocaine or heroin

harry heroine ,

hay - Marihuana

Heat the police
Hemp marihuana
high under the influence of drugs

hit to purchase drugs, an arrest

Hooked' . addicted
hophead a narcotic addict

horse heroin
hot wanted by the police
hot shot a fatal dosage

hype a narcotic addict

Ice cream habit a small, irregular habit

Job to inject drugs

jive marihuana
joint a marihuana cigarette
Joy powder heroin

junk narcotics

junkie a narcotic addict

kick to abandon a habit

Lipton tea poor quality narcotics
locoweed marihuana

2 24
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mainline to inject drugs directly into a vein

make a buy to purchase drug's

man the police

manicure high grade marihuana

Mary Jane marihuana

nickel bag a five dollar purchase of drags

On the nod under the influence of drugs

on the street out of jail

peanuts barbiturates

pop to inject drugs

pot marihuana

reefer a marihuana cigarette

roach the butt of a marihuana cigarette

roses Benzedrine tablets
q

Sam Federal narcotics agents

slammed in jail

snow cocaine

square a non-addict

sugar powdexed. narcotics

swingman a drug supplier

Texas tea
Trip, tripping

turned off
turned on

marihuana e.
being high on hallucinogens, i.e.,

LSD
withdrawn from drugs

'under the influence of drugs

uncle Federal narcotic agent

Washed up withdrawn from drugs

wasted under the influence of drugs

weed marihuana

weekend habit a small, irregular drug habit

whiskers Federal narcotic agents
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Federal Laws for Drug Control

1914 Harrison Act

226

First Federal legislation to regulate and control the sale,

importation, purchase, production, or free distribution of

opium or drugs that are obtained from opium.

1922 Narcotic Drugs Import and Export Act

Act intended to eliminate the use of narcotics in this

country except for legitimate purposes.

1937 Marijuana Tax Act

Provided controls similar to the Harrison Act, except con-

cerning marijuana.

1942 Opium Poppy Control Act

Prohibits the growing of ofrM poppies in the U.S. except

under-44gense.

1951 Boggs Act

Created mandatory, severe penalties for conviction on nar-

cotics charges.

1956 Narcotics Control Act

Legislation intended to impose very severe penal 1.e.41 for those

convicted on narcotics or marijuana charges.

1965 Drug Abuse Act

Adopts strict controls over depressants, stimulants, L.S.D.,

and similar substances with provisions to add new substances

as the need arises.
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0
An officer easily uses the base-repeater system in the
Security office. The set is valued at $2,000.00'

(Posed pictuk3)
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The secretary in the school's main office can
quickly summon security by means of the radio-
phone and quickly dispatch security to any
school location.

(Posed picture)
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These are individual rechsrgers for walkie
talkies. Each unit is.valued at $35.00 each.

(Posed picture
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This is a rocharginj rack for walkie talkies.

.t It has a. capacity for 12 units and is valued
at $300.00.

.(Posed picture)
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Do NOT SIGN YOUR NAME PLEASE ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS.

QUESTTONNAIRE--SECURITY

1. Do you approve the idea of a training program for security officers?

2. Would you like to have a part in planning the program?

3. Do yOu think there is a real need for security training?

4. What do you think a good security program can do for the school?

5. Do you think the school has enough officers?

6. Do you think officers are paid a fair salary?

7. Do you think the requirements for being a security officer should

be changed?

8. TO you think that officers are generally doing a good job?

9. Do you think a training program can cut down on school infractions

and crime?

Should officers were some kind of uniform?

11. Should officers have the power of arrest?

12. Should officers carry some kind of weapon such as a night stick or gun?

13. Do you see a change in the better in your relationships with students

since you started in this position? With staff?

You may use the other side of this sheet if you need more room in answering

these questions.

N
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DO NOT SIGN YOUR NAME. PLEASE ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS.

QUESTIONNAIRE--STUDENTS AND STAFF

TRENTON HIGH SCHOOL

1. Do you think that Security Officers should receive some kind of special

training?

2. What points or subjects do you think should be included in this program?

3. Do you think Trenton High has enough officers?

4. Should officers have the power of arrest?

5. Should officers carry a weapon?

6. Should officers wear some kind of uniform?

7. What do you think a good security training program could do for the

schoal?

8. What do you believe was wrong with the former security force?

9. What do you believe is good with the security korce?

10. Do you think that guards are generally doing a good job?

11. Do you think that a good security program would cut down on school

infractions and crime?

12. Should the standards be raised for becoming security guards?.

13. What do you.really believe the job of a security guard is?

14. What is the biggest change you have seen with the security force?

You may use the other side of this sheet if you need room in answering

these questions.
4-I.
Is
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DO NOT SIGN YOUR NAME. PLEASE ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS.

QUESTIONNAIRE--STUDENTS AND STAFF

SCHOOL 'B'

1. Do you think that security officers should receive some kind of

special training?

2. What points or subjects should be included in the program?

3. Do you think the school has enough officers?

4. Should officers have the power of arrest?

5. Should officers carry a weapon?

6. Should officers wear some kind of uniform?

7. What do you think a good training program could do for the school?

8. What do you believe is wrong with the security force?

9. What do you bel .ieve is good with the security force?

10. Do you think that offers are generally doing a good job?

11. Do you think that a good security program would cut down on

school infractions and crime?

12. Should the standards be raised for becoming security officers?

13. What do- you really 'believe the job of a security officer is?

14. What would be the biggest change you would like to see with the

security force?

You may use the other side of this sheet if you need more room in answering

these questions.
r--
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STUDENT BEHAVIORAL GUIDE

Infraction

1. Possession, use or sale of a nar-

cotic drug or controlled dangerous
substance as defined in Appendix I.

2. Possession or use of a weapon as
defined in Appendix II.

3. Coptinued and wilful disobedience
or open defiance of the authority

of any teacher or person having
authority over the pupil, or the
habistual use of profane or obscene

'language.

4. Verbal assault which is intended to
incite, intimidate, or abuse a per-

son or persons.

5. Taking or attempting to take per-
sonal or other property ty force or
fear (i.e., extortion or shakedown).

6. Assault and battery.

7. Throwing or projecting dangerous
objects.

8. Conduct of such character as to
constitute a continuing danger to
the physical well-being of other
pupils or staff members.

9. Arson or burning, or attempting
arson or attempting burning.

10. Defacing, destroying or damaging

school property.
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Effort to Effect Positive Behavior

1. Conference, suspension, notification
of police and recommendation as to
disciplinary action by the Board.

2. Conference, suspension, notification
of police and recommendarionas to
disciplinary action by the BOard.

3. Conference, suspension and,recom-
mendation as to disciplinary action

by the Board.

4. Conference and/or suspension and/or

recommendation as to disciplinary
action by the Board.

5. Conference, suspension, notification
of police, and recommendation as to
disciplinary action by the Board.

6. Conference, suspension, notification
of police depending upon'severity
of assault, and recommendation as to
disciplinary action by the Board.

7. Conference, suspension, notification
of police depending upon severity
of offense, and recommendation as
to disciplinary action by the Board.

8. Conference, suspension and recom-

mendation as to disciplinary action

by the Board.

9, Conference, suspension, notification.
of police and recommendation as to
disciplinary action by the Board.

10. Conference, suspension, notification
of police depending upon the sev-
erity of the offense, recommendation
as to disciplinary action by the

Board, and parents and student to be
held liable for damages under

N.J.S.A. 18A:37-3.
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Effort to Effect Positive Behavior

11. Incitement which is intended to and 11. Conference, suspension and recom-

does result in unauthorized oc- mendation as to disciplinary action

cupation by any plpit or group of by the Board.

pupils of any part of the school or

other facility owned by any school

district.

12. Participating in an unauthorized
occupation individually or in a

group of pupils of any part of any

school or other building owned by

any school district and. failure to

leave such -. school or other facility

promptly upon request.

12. Conference, suspension and recom-

mendation as to disciplinary action

by the Board.

13. Participating in walk-outs, sit -ins, 13.

and other unauthorized gatherings.

14. Fighting.

15. Breaking and/or entering.

16. Stealing.

17. Cutting class and/or homeroom.

18. Smoking in an unauthorized area

or at an unauthorized time.

Conference, suspension and recomr

mendation as to disciplinary action

by the Board.

14. Conference and/or three days sus-

pension, and/or recommendation as

to disciplinary action by the Board.

15.- Conference, suspension, notification-

of police, recommendation as to dis-

ciplinary action by the Board.

16. Conference, suspension, notification

of police, depending on severity of

offense, and recommendation as tp

disciplinary action by the Board.

17. Conference and/or detention. Re-

peated offense: up to 4 days sus-

pension. No credit for course when

absences total 307. of a rating per-

iod. When half of a student's

courses are so affected, transfer

to evening school or to parallel

institution.

18. Conference and/or detention and/ors,

up to three days suspension.

19. Illegal possession of forged school 19.

forms.

.1

Teacher and/or disciplinary action, 1

up to three days suspension and/or
recommendation as to disciplinary

action by the Board, depending on

the severity of the offense.,

20. Disobedience (but not continued 20. Conference and/or three days sus-

and wilful-disobedience). .1r".r- pension.
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Infraction
Effort to Effect Positive Behavior

.21. Use or possession of alcoholic 21. Conference, suspension, notification

beverages.
ok police if student is under 18

years of age, and recommendation as

to disciplinary action by the Board.

22. Gambling orpossession of gambling

paraphernalia.

22. Conference, suspension, notification

of police depending upon se'zerity of

offense and recommendation as to

further action by the Board.

23. Possession or sale of pornography. 23. Conference, suspension and recommen-

dation as to disciplinary action

by the Board.

24. Soliciting, procuring, or engaging 24. Conference, suspension, notification

in prostitution.
of police and recommend tion as to

disciplinary action by he'Board.

25. Cutting teacher's detention. 25. Report to disciplinarian and his

detention.

25. Cutting disciplinarian's detention. 26.

27. Excessive unexcused tardiness to

school.

Conference and/or suspension.

27. Conference and/or three days sus-

pension.

2C. Leaving premises without permission. 28.

29. Unauthorized presence on school
premises while under suspension.

30. Dissemination, printing or posting
unauthorized literature, signs or

posters.

31. Excessive tardiness to class.

32. In school while on absentee list.

1

Conference and/or two days sus-

pension.

29. Continuation of suspension, notifi

'cation.of police, and recommen-
dation as to disciplinary action

by the Board.

30. Conference and/or five days sus-

pension.

31. Teacher action. Fpr repeated in-

fraction, conference, and/or three

days suspenRiOn.

32. Conference and/or suspension and/or

recommendation as to disciplinary

action by the Board.
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